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Now if I'm right, this is rock-bottom basic. If we forget either of these
two things, we start losing our audience. And I think wo are forgetting one of
them, and we are losing our audience.
I’a talking about that sense of reality, and rather than try to describe it,
I'm going to read to you a few lines of a piece of writing that I think has it.
Some of you hare probably recently read this. It's the first instalment of
"Starship Soldier", by Robert A. Heinlein. The narrator is describing what it
feels like to be loaded into a capsule in a spaceship, ready to be dumped out
Like a cartridge from a gun.

It’s better after you unload. Until you do, you sit there in total
darkness, wrapped like a mummy against the accelerations, barely able to
breathe — and knowing that if the ship geta hit before they fire you, you
haven't got a prayer, you'll just die there, unable to move, helpless.
It's that endless wait in the dark that causes the shakes — thinking that
they're forgotten you... the ship has been hulled and has stayed In orbit,
dead, and soon you'll buy it, too, unable to move, choking. Or it's a
crash orbit and you'll buy Lt that way, if you don't roast on the way down.
Thon the ship's braking program hit us and I stopped shaking. When a
female pilot handles a ship there is nothing comfortable about it; you're
going to have bruises every place you're strapped. (...)
Sit Captain Deladrier knows her trade. There was no fiddling around
once the jtodgqr Young stopped braking. At once I heard her snap, "Centerline tube...flrot* and there were two recoil bumps as Jolly and his acting
platoon sergeant unloaded — and immediately: "Port and starboard tubes —
automatic first" and the rest of us started to unload.
ftisot and your capsule jerks ahead one place — buspt and it jerks
again — precisely like cartridges feeding into the chamber of an aidstyle
automatic weapon. (...)
Hupp* — I was Used to number three-spot; now I was Tail-End Charlie,
last out after throe squads. It makes a tedious wait, oven with a capsule
fired every second; I tried to count the bumps — fcapl (twelve) bumpl
fourteen — with an odd sound to it, the empty one Jenkins should have been
in bumpl —

Nov I don't know about you, when I first read that, I felt Like a cart
ridge being bumped along in that tube, and cy hair stood on end.
That is not typical science fiction writing. Heinlein's Identification
with hlo viewpoint character is so absolute, and his attention to detail so
careful, that he shows you one picture, with everything fitting together, and
you have to believe it, at least for a moment, just as you have to believe a
photograph.
With Heinlein, uniquely among present-day science fiction writers, you feel
that what he writes about might very easily be possible, simply because the man
knows so much and writes so carefully. But please notice that you can have this
feeling about something that actually is completely impossible. I had it about
"Ihe Meteor-Men of Plas". When I was eleven.
Here's another example, this one froa Porolar.dra, by C. S. Levis. Ransom
cmea to after his Journey to Venus and finds himself floating in a warm ocean.
Thore was no land in sight. Tho sky was pure, flat gold like the
background of a medieval picture. It looked very distant — as far off as
a cirrus cloud looks from earth. The ocean was gold, too, in the offing,
flecked with innumerable shadows. The nearer waves, though golden where
their summits caught the light, were green on their slopes: first emerald
and lover down a lustrous bottle green, deepening to blue where they passed
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beneath the shadow of other waves. (...)
Thore was a wave ahead of him now 30 high that it was dreadful.
We speak idly in our own world of seas mountain high when they are not
much more than mast high. &;t this was the real thing. If the huge
shape had keen a hill of land and not of water he night have spent a
who.e forenoon or longer walking the slope before he reached the sunnit. It gathered him into itself and hurled him up to that elevation
in a matter of seconds, B-.t before he reached the top, he almost cried
cut In terror. For this wave had not a smooth top like the
others. A horrible crest appeared; jagged and billowy and fantastic
shapes, unnatural, even unllquid in appearance, sprouted from the
ridge. Rocks? Foam? Beasts? The question hardly had time to flash
through his mind before the thing was upon him. Involuntarily he shut
his eye#. Then he found himself once core rushing downhill. Whatever,
.it had gone past him. Bit it had been something. He had bean
struck in the face. Dabbing with his hands he found no blood. He had
been struck by none thing soft which did him no harm but merely stung
? bMau“® of tho sP®«d
“hieh he met it. He turned around
— already, as he did so, soaring thousands of feet
aloft to the high water of the next ridge. Far down below him in a
vast, momentary valley he saw tho thing that had missed him.
Ottt’ of cwrs9' u b« ono of the floating islands of
. J?1 Mtter, but this encounter between Ransom and the Island is just Im
possible unless one or the other were under power, or unless the molecules of
St
"°Ving in tW° °PP°5lU directions simultaneously. Lewis' interPj"»tyy romances are very full of this kind of thing, his ideas about physics
and astronomy are very unfonaed, and yet his stories are among the most vivid
d 1pZi8o?tly h^ievable stories of interplanetary travel over written.
nOt’ u>wls ’ VefX18' “"d hi®
project a unified picture
toiw fro3^iithofSL^“th0rity br‘U4* U
borrW8d froB anybody. It
S’™s.“?3b °Yt °f U*8 8 unconscious, and it's uniquely his. Now God knows
it It Ill
sJt thln^lfl tu ?Ct 1
haV* U
a RysUc 1Uc® Lwl° U do
But.5hlR 18 -J1181 one way to achieve the feeling I'm talking about.
see how mai’S^I ^nL^

This day when it had light mother called co a retch. Tou retch
“This
I?* #nEer' 1 WOnd*r What 13 1 «toh,
had water falling from upstairs. It fell all around. I
saw that. The ground of the back I watched from the little window. The
«~und It sucked up water like thirsty lips. It drank too
„d iflot
sick and runny brown. I didn’t like Lt.
E
have
knoy\ In
bed place with cold walls around I
I sen
th?t ‘ra91behind tho furnace. It says on it SCREENSTARS.
h

mA?

K*U,”r

at vo^heailida^°^5^rJd* J‘®thcr 80 P"tty and mo decent enough. Look
it l^alrtlht
h8V8 theJnlc® f-ce. I touched his arm and said
* 1
; Ho
pulled away where I couldn't reach.
lot
°ff thfl chain a iittle so I could look out the
Little window. That's how 1 saw tho water fallir< from upstairs.
rtili
Md W0Baf by R1Chard Kath830n* WaU- Matheson did it
bSieVit- touIriS
SUyin« U”,ro- Tht' 9tc^ 19 convincing
etoS I1?M it
^aUS*
VUI7 station of ^r vision in thll

seasa;

^act'Uk' * ■•rt'a °f horrtru
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Here’s another one. The 3un Dial by Shirley Jackson. A woman is walking
down a familiar path between hedges, in a mist, and everything somehow semss to
have gone all wrong.
(...) Distantly, clouded, Aunt Fanny saw the hard whiteness of marble, and
then through a break in the mist a narrow marble pillar. "Fancy," she
cried out, moving forward and holding her hands guardlngly before her,
"where aro you?"
"Hore," Fancy called back.
"Where!"
"In the house."
The voice died away and Aunt Fanny, tangled in wist now, began to cry
helplessly. "Fancy", she said.
"Aunt Fanny", but it came from far away.
Stumbling, Aunt Fanny wont forward, hands out, and touched marble, but
it was warm and she took her hand away quickly; hideous, she thought, it’s
bean in the sun. Then sho thought, why, this could bo the sutosor house and
I am only turned around; wo could have strayed from the path and come into
the garden by another way and that would be why it looked strange; this is
certainly the summer house and it is silly of me to cry and stumble and be
frightened. I shall go into the aamer house, she thought, and sit down
quietly on the bench, and when I have recovered myself I shall either call
until Fancy finds her way to mo — the wicked girl, to run away so — or I
shall wait until this mist clears a little — and it must, of course; it is
an early morning mist, a trifle; the sun will sweep it away; I have been in
fogs many times worse than this and never been frightened; it was only be
cause it was unexpected; I shall sit in the transer house until I am able to
go on. (...)
She stumbled, and put out her hand to catch herself against the marble
pillar, tut ths mist cleared briefly and she saw that she had caught bold
of the long marble thigh of a statue; standing soberly on his pedestal, the
tall still creature looked down on her tenderly. The marble was wars and
Aunt Fanny drew her hand back and screamed, "Fancy, FancyI" Thore was no
answer, and sho turned and ran nadly, putting her feet down on flowers and
catching herself against ornamental bushes; "Fancyl" she screamed, taking
hold of an outstretched marble hand besides her, "Fancyl" stopping Just
short of a yearning marble embrace, "Fancyl" and turned away craslly from
a marble mouth reaching for her throat.

I've quoted those examples to try to show that the quality I'm talking
about can be present in fiction all the way from realism to the purest fantasy.
The best stories in Unknown had It, because those writers were able to convince
you that the horrors they wrote about could be real, that they weren't just con
ventional sprites and goblins. I haven't exhausted all the possible ways of
doing it, by any moans: Thore aro too many to count. But I can toll you one
way you can't do it: You can't do It by taking your subject lightly, by kidding
It, by being cute, by writing just for kicks or for money. You can't do It if
you start out by assuming that what you're writing about is not to bo taken
seriously*
And science fiction magatines today are full of stories written with that
attitude. Those aro pleasant little intellectual games — nobody really
believes in thorn, so why bother! Or else: science fiction Is read by a bunch
of clods whom I despise, so I will show my contempt by writing the kind of crud
they like.
Now look. At elevon or thereabouts, a story like "The Meteor-Men of Pima"
goes over great, because you haven't got the knowledge or experience to tell the
difference. You read everything and you like just about everything. But then
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as you got older you get finer discriminations, and you begin to notice that
You « « :a^tl<T/°Uc’re re>dln<J U beCO"ln‘ 80rt °r
and superficial^

PorhaDs°in
■f2 V°r
or parUy out of
or Lur.
have hLl MS Jr1”’ you *” ilkely U dl800V*r. to your disgust, that you
have boon debauching your mind with this pap. So you throw the sanzlne HnJ,
Xr
* bl<“r,plv' °r •
: 2XX
the fra tSl^’o0 102* M lt h>3 3C“B cont#nt* And that 1, perhaps why even
bul/Jf thJ4? J0”
®cUnco fictlon «»d don't discuss it: thafs wry thZ
Sow^J
“ade UP Ot a fl°‘Un« Population of twa-agj..
....
U‘J® la » bad situation, at least for the minority of us who care about
science fiction that an adult can read without spewing. And we CrlUr^v!
*°UelJ
knuckUn« down to editors who want clever triviality,
or their own rambling ideas fed back to thorn, or anything but honest fiction
it withV^Ui«UofrVhe
"r:allwtr htra' and ronnln8 Ule rlsk of confusing
w * . realism of the sweaty undershirt variety. But I want to sav a
about that kind of realism, too. because I think it^ somXng
JhiX too
oft«i overlook. In hack science fiction stories, almost invariably vou will
«.d u“*et1oU.’V h“no f,t5,r “d “
™
£ ".“J a®ioth«« hamper — no brothers or sisters, no relatives at all
He has
SgTwraSl
’ if’9 30®etMn« «l«orous like newspaper reporting o/buildthe ?5v mL
“ PrtV<? labcraUiyhas no religion. He has m LlUlcss

The End
Errata for :;eK frontiers #2:
Cover: change 'JAN' to 'JUli"
P«ce !».
‘ .....................
line 14: change 'facts' to 'fact'
page 9, lino 6: change 'unfortunated' to 'unfortunate'
page 12, heading: change •DI" to 'FOR'
page 15, Ilir 24: change •locomotion' to 'loconotlon'
page 23. lino 34: change 'bok' to 'book'
page 25, lino 42: change •Get's' to "Gets'
page 26, line 31: change 'and' to 'to'
page 29, line 1: change •self' to 'himself'
page jl, line 3: change '56' to '46'
page 35. Une 26: insert •i>44' before "thlg Ish"
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Cbtfifiatn 3tcuu>£
Entwia, Jto JftvuL ^Decade
August Derlcth
Arkhaa House begins its third decade in a mood of cautious optimism, for,
only so little as fire years ago sales of Arkhaa House books had reached an alltime low, a figure which has been increased by tenfold at the beginning of the
twenty-first year of existence for the only publishing venture of ita kind in
the Bigllsh-speaklng world, if not, Indeed, in all the world. And it begins
this third decade with the publication of a long-deferred book by one of the
soot popular authors in the domain of fantasy — The Abomination? of Yondo. by
Clark Ashton Sil th. in April, I960.
But, no sore than at ita inception, illusions do not persist at Arkhaa
House. It would seas to ne folly to aaintain that, because sales had increased
by ten times over 1955* fantasy is on the threshold of a major resurgence. That
there la a certain renewal of interest cannot be denied; so much is reflected in
the supernatural and the macabre, for, growing up in a world of which technolog
ical advance has made such science fiction obsolete, it is the reals of the
weird which offers the unchallenged frontier that space offered to the young
reader two decades ago.
One curious development which has taken place over the put few years is a
reversal of the sales pattern at Arkham House — whereas in our early years, the
summer months were the doldrum months for sales, now they have achieved pre-emi
nence; the June-September months regularly outsell any similar number of months
in the year, whereas previously the October-February period was always held to
be best in sales. If any speculation is to be made about this reversal, it may
bo that the
dreadful fare on television during the summer aonths, with the
constant reruns and the inferior material offered, has driven more and sore
people back to books.
Arkham Mouse was not founded in any Illusion about the wealth of readers
willing to pay <3.00 and more for collections of supernatural stories; and per
haps only because a hardheaded business policy was continued is Arkhaa House in
existence today. Much as I, personally, would like to publish six to ten books
a year under the Arkham House Imprint, it is perfectly manifest to ne that the
trade — that is, the direct mail buyers plus the book shops — cannot absorb
more than two titles in this field per year, in exceptional circumstances, per
haps three, for as long as Arkham House confines itself to two titles, its pa
trons will buy both, but extension of the list invariably results in selection
of one or two titles and defections from the ranks of buyers for the others on
the list, with the unhappy result that the entire line suffers.
Even so. it is today the active backlist which helps to keep Arkham House
publishing. No single title at Arkham House in recent years — with the poss
ible exception of The Survivor and Others by H. P. Lovecraft and August Derleth
— had enough advance sales and orders to permit payment of the printer's bill
when it fell due, out of income from sales alone. For, if enough readers pre
paid for enough copies of each title as announced, there would, manifestly, be
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sore titles being published.
&it if illusions have no place at Arkhaa House, it cannot be denied that
illusions about Arkham House have flourished. One seems to be that publishing
under the Mycroft & Moran and Stanton 4 Loe Imprints has sapped the financial
ba^kbon« of Arkham House. Thia la not quite true. Every Mycroft 4 Moran book
published has paid for Itself and is In the black. So have about half the StanV?’ iL8ti.SU,Ch 6001(8 “ SUllx.DUn. Emin* In St?rjnr. Oliver the WqyEWJ-PmI.
• and Kind Oygr Wisconsin — throe of those reprints
iron plaves bought from Charles Scribner's Sons the original publishers — are
well into the black. Indeed. ftlgh£ Jjun»I has gone to press three tines for a
total of h,$Bd copies, exceeding the print order for any Arkham House title. But
6ook’.
KUc2Il?AlLlaJlh- » reprint trio, and Sac Pralrlo People, a book of
new short stories in a serious vein (the most favorably reviewed book ever sent
cut by Arkh/us House-Mycroft i Moran-Stanton 4 Lee), aro only about $0< paid for
and thus rrnaln in the red — but not substantially. It will probably astonish
some readers to learn that the slowest books to pay for themselves at Arkham
House Included one by a veteran ccience-flctloneer, The Throne of Saturn, by S.
Fowler Wright, though A. E. van Vogt's $ly> was one of the best selling Arkham
House books.
The best-selling authors at Arkham House have been comparatively few in
number: H.P. Lovecraft — of counsel, Ray Bradbury. Clark Ashton 3nlth, A.E.
van Vogt, and perhaps Robert E. Howard. Selling almost as well under the Ry
croft 4 Moran imprint have boon ny Solar Pons stories, each collection of which
has met publication costs in record time after release — The Roturn Of Solar
LfiQa* for example, within three months after publication! Yet these sales have
not been such as to do more than cushion the costa of cccalng books, though the
Ideal situation would, of course, be for published books to earn enough to com
pletely pay production costs of new titles. This does not happen, and is not
likely to happen at a publisher so relatively small in operations as Arkham
House, particularly in a time of spiraling costs.
The publishing program, as Arkham House ventures into its third decade, is
®bltiou3, but cautiously so. Wo expect to follow, in October, i960, cur new ’
Jtelth collection with the long-awaited vampire novel classic. Invaders from The
£a&. by Greye la Spina. Wo hope to begin 1961 with H. Russell Wakoffcld^
FSSL^dlSll. and wc expect to publish in 1961 also an anthology of new
poems of the macabre entitled fi.hoata.yRl Myv^lj. For this anthology material is
currently being collected; such poets as Jesse Stuart. Leah Bodine Drake. Claik
Ashton Sal th, Donald Wandrei, George Abbe. Sydney King Russell. Dorothy Quick.
Manly Wade Wellxun, Un Carter. Felix Stefanile. R. H. Barlow. Joseph Payne
Brennan. Mary Elizabeth Counselman, Leslie Nelson Jennings. Joseph Joel Keith,
Loring Williams. Frank Belknap Long. Vincent Starrett and others already have
sent in new poems, for the most part not only not anthologized but never before
collected in book form.
.
program beyond 1961 includes publication of my own The Trail
gI..Ctfe>Ate: if circumstances porr.it. The Reminiscences of Solar Pop? -T^dthtn
inaction by Anthony Boucher end a^rcTol^-R^rtpfttrS2-- XX
96L:
by Robert Bloch - The Horror Frfim
Jtelln4p
--*>•“?* Thlnfis.i/lltlM.by Manly Wade WolSii
— and in 1962, twonty-flvo years after hla death IF I can prepare the lengthy
manuscript in time, the final, long-promised Lovecraft omnibus, the Solee tod

The remainder of the Hat promised in Arkham House: the First 20 Yearsmust case after these titles - and will, if Arkham Ho^Tpatrons ccntln^to
support this venture.
The Bid
ARKHAM HOUSE ENTERS ITS THIRD DECADE
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Sherlock Holmes and
Science Fiction
Anthony Boucher

It la small wonder that .-any science fiction authors have taken an in
terest in Sherlock Holmes, or that there la a noticeable overlap between the
membership of the Baker Street Irregulars and that of any World Science Fiction
Convention.
Sherlock Holmes had many contacts with a.f., particularly through the
Agent; and Indeed, to a certain extent, he actually lived science fiction him
self.
At least one story In the Canon, "The Adventure of the Creeping Han", must
be classified as a.f. under any definition: a speculation on the as yet unknown
consequences of a recent scientific discovery. As to other direct experiences
of Holmes in science-fictional matters we can only guess; but the available data,
at the very least, offer strong hints.
There Is assuredly something suggestive in the character of Professor
Eordarity — a chillingly sane scientist so much more horripilent than the con
ventional mad scientist of fiction. And how highly suggestive to us today —
as It cannot have been to Watson or oven to Holmes in 1891 — is the very title
or Ihe Dynamics of an Asteroid, "which ascends to such rarifled heights of pure
mathematics that It is said that there was no wan in the scientific press ca
pable of criticising It-’ (Perhaps Ue British scientific press should have
appealed to certain obscure continental scholars of Ue period such as Lasewitt
and Tsiolkovsky.)
For conjectures as Ue nature of Ue book (and as to Moriarity's long
life after Ue Reichenbach fall) see Robert Bloch’s “The Dynamics of an Aster
oid"? For more surprising conjectures as to a possible link between Kori arity
and s.f. see H.W. Starr's "A Sibmersible Subterfuge"3, which attempts (not at
all implausibly) to establish Ue identity of Morlarity and Captain Hemo.
But It Is in Ue untold stories of Holmes Uat we find the most provoc
ative material. It is possible Uat Ue Agent (conceivably wishing to avoid
competition wiU Ue work of his oUer client Edward Halonc) deliberately re
stricted Watson to cases which had a contemporarily "acceptable solution*. A
parallel case would bo Uat of Solar Pons, whose agent Hr. Derleth published
only hla more nearly prosaic cases until stimulated by Hr. Reynolds to Ue re
lease of the two chronicles hero presented.
The ear of Ue s.f. cnUusiast pricks up at Ue sound of "Ue singular
contents of the ancient British barrow"" — a phrase which upon Poul Anderson
has enlarged in "Time Patrol"?, in which Holmes himself nakes a brief anonymous
appearance — or Ue .Wld-A-MlK*. "■ «hip which is associated with the
giant rat of aunatra, a story for which Ue world is not yet prepared."6 (Has

2
3
b
5
6
U

Baker Street Journal. Oct, 1953. n.». 3:6:22j/23j
in Leaves Fran Ue Copper Beeches, Narberth: Sons of Ue Copper Beeches, >959
Gold 709
Eantjsy and Science Fiction. Hay 1955. &i5t3/y*
Suss 1219
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the time cooe yet in Uis age wiU so nuch more understanding of nutati -. and
gigantismt)
_
®°at fascinating of them all are Ue three cases listed at Ue beginning
or .ne Problem of Thor Bridge"', which Watson qualifies as "complete failures
£whlc|i/ will hardly bear narrating, since no final explanation is forUcoalng."
- am sure Uat ovory Irregular knows ty heart Uese Ureo superb Untalixcrs;
but I cannot resist quoting. Those failures involved
"•••Mr. Janes Phllllmoro. who, stopping back Into his own house to get his
umbrella, was never .tore seen in Uis world.
"...Ue cutter Ajjc^,, which sailed one spring morning into a small patch
of mist from where she never again emerged, nor was anyUlr.g furUer ever hoard
of herself and Ue crow.
"...Isadora Persano, Ue well-known journalist and duellist, who was found
stark staring mad wiU a natch box in front of him which contained a nxsarkable
worn said to bo unknown to science."
Was there evor a noro evocative brief catalog of FortianaT
$il to aside from Ueso Holme3Lan adumbrations, Uo name of Ue Agent re
mains immortal in Ue annals of science fiction, partly because he numbered
among his other clients Edward D. Halone of Uo gaily Gagetto. chronicler of
Ue exploits of Professor George Edward Challenger (U6j).
. .
be Roro P™718®' chronicler of 3 such exploits, in a novel (The
=£a£W2£-J). a novella (Iha,Pglggn B^t) and a short story ("The Disintegration
Machine ). A longer short story ("When Ue World Screamed") was written by
Halonc’s friend and forcer rugby teammate, Peerloss Jones. The longest invest
igation attributed to Challenger. Dig Land of Xjqt, is told in Uo third person
Although Halone is present, and is probably a pastiche by Ue Agent, writton as
propaganda for his own spiritualistic beliefs.
Indeed we may probably date Challenger's doaU. oUerwise unrecorded, as
before 1926, date of Ue publication of Uis pastiche. Surely Ue Professor,
acre litigious Uan even Mr. Frankland of Laftor Hall, cculd nover have re
frained from bringing suit against Ur- Agent for publicly "converting" him to a
belief Uat he "had, in fact, for many years boon unscientific in his methods,
and a formidable obstruction to Uo advance of Uo human soul Urough Ue Jungle
of Ue unknown"0.
J *
The Agent's pastiches of Holmes are variable in quality. The play of The
^scklcd^and may well be Ue best (and moat nearly canonical) dramatic treat
ment of the Master; and the lighter noar-parody sketches are delightful. And
howovor vigorousjwy be our condemnation of The Cro^n Diamond as a play or its
minutely preferable fictlonlcatlon ar "The Mazarin Stone", wo must be Uankful
7* ,
^°r,t
aa,H®aR®th Pearson has put it, "fonder of Challenger Uan
of Koines • . and Uorefore refrained from bestowing on Ue detective Uo privi
lege of conversion to Ue spiritualist belief.
The authentic Challenger adventures are. in Ueir own way.
impressive
and enthralling os those of Holmes. I am not alone in Ue conviction Uat.
worn Uoy also as r.uneroua, Challenger would occupy a place in Ue literature
of science comparable to that of Holmes in Uo literature of crime.

ftat we arc too prone to Uink of Arthur Conan Doyle solely as an agent —
for Watson. Holmes hinself. possibly Rycroft, Halone, Jonos, and Ue descendEtlcrine Gerard- (Ono wonders if. in Uo lost Instance. Doyle
( .bor • <.42—124J
J
.Qhall.cnf.er Stgrfra. Dondon, Murray. 1952. p. 5I6
9 ^njUL.^gyAc:__ His Ufe and Art. London. Methuen. 19^3. p. 165
°
1 oxPlored Ln ay novel Racket to the >W
PC?rCO: 9 '/n
H- Hc,b’>os)' Si^Au Ue heirs of
Uo agent of the chronicles of Dr. Garth £>rringor. patently on American parah ci to Challenger.
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nay have also acted as translator.) We forget too easily that Doyle was in his
own right a magnificent storyteller — and sone of his best stories, too, aP0
science fiction.
Tvo in particular deserve especial commendation:

"Danger!" written in 19'3. predicted with great prophetic accuracy, even in
snail details, the consequences of a submarine blockade which would prevent
ary food-ship of any nationality fron reaching the British Isles. When it ap
peared in the Strand for July,
naval officialdom dismissed the throat as
meaningless. Admiral Sir Compton Donvilla, K.C.B., in an extraordinary in
stance of unintentional and exact compliment, felt "compelled to say that I
think it nost Improbable, and core like one of Jules Verne’s stories than any
other author I know."1’
"Ihe Horror of the Heights", an earlier story foretelling peril to avia
tors from a hitherto unencounterod race of aerophagous altitude-dwelling mon
sters, is a fine example of a not too rare phenomen in science fictions a
story which has been "outdated" factually by later discoveries, but which re
mains symbolically and poetically valid and still exciting.
Since Sherlock Holmes, then, lived surrounded by, and occasionally in the
very thick of science fiction, s.f. writers are ever happy to pay tribute to
him — as in these stories of his Impact upon Americans in the future and upon
the furry denizens of a remote planet, of his successor Solar Pons, his cousin
Dr. Verner and his Martian counterpart Syaloch (of the Street of Those Who Pre
pare Nourishment in Ovens) and of his triumphant survival when almost all else
of human culture has perished.
The End
The foregoing article will serve as introduction to the soon-to-be-publlshod
hardcover book. Dio_Scl°nco-nctlonftl Sherlock Holme?. The contents are
"The Martian Crown Jewels" by Poul Anderson

"The Adventure of the Misplaced Hound" by Poul Anderson and Gordon R. Dickson
"The Adventure of the Snitch in Time" by August Dorleth and Mack Reynolds
"The Adventure of the Ball of Nostradamus" by Dorleth and Reynolds
"The Anomaly of the Empty Man" by Anthony Boucher

"The Greatest Tertian" by Anthony Boucher
"The Return" by H. Beam Piper and John J. McGuire
In addition thlr. article will appear in the July, i960 issue of The Baker
Iht

ahtrtefc.ndatt

available from

Robert C. Peterson
2B<*5 South Gilpin Street
Denver 13, Colorado

for $3.00, postpaid.
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On fhe SF Screen

MIKE DECKINGER

Jules Verne never had it so good.
In the short space of six years, throe of his novels have been adapted to
the screen, with elaborate treatment. In 195<* it was Walt Disney’s superlative
Twenty-Thousand Umum.Pndor the Sea with Janos Mason scoring an outstanding
portrayal of Captain Nemo. Tvo years ago there was the little known film ver
sion of From the -Earth to the Moon starring Joseph Cotten, which strayed from
the original Verne theme to bring in all sorts of nonsense that ono finds today.
And today, it is Journey to th? Center of the garth, which la undoubtedly the
best screen adaptation of a Verne novel out.
This epic Is given a complete spectacular treatment, released by Twentieth
Century Fox, in Cinemascope and color. The fine cast Includes James Mason, Arlene
Dahl, Pat Boone and Peter Ronson. Evidently the build-up given to this picture
was worth the effort, too, for it Is the second highest grossing Cinsaascope pic
ture that 20th Century has made (the first was The Robe). And in addition, it
Is an unusually long picture running as It does for two hours and fifteen min
utes.
The story manages to stick pretty close to the Verne novel, swerving only
at times from the original plot. Professor Otto Lindenbrook (James Mason) ac
companied by a young Scots student (Pat Boone), the widow of a recently murdered
Strodlsh professor (Arlene Dahl, as the widow), an Icelandic guide (Peter Ronson)
and a duck which goes by the nemo of Gertrude enter the volcano Shaeffels,
hoping to follow a route biased JOO years ago by Arno Saknossen, an explorer who
entered the earth and was never seen again.
The color photography at first is dismal due to photographing obvious stage
settings and could have been easily shot In black and white. As most openings
do, the first
minutes or so are concerned mainly as on Introduction to the
characters we are to meet. The screenwriters have penetrated Verne’s nearly
deadpan style and added humor in many spots, which only serves to make the film
more enjoyable. Wisely, there is not an excess of humor in thia picture but
Just enough to keep you interested.
The little band go through many interesting ejq>erlenccs together: Mason
and Boone are thrown in a warehouse full of duck feathers, they are chased by a
rolling, thundering papier-mache rock in a cave on the way to the center of the
Earth (which rock could have been avoided by climbing up the sides which wan
quite feasible at several points), and they are also pursued by the murderer of
Miss Dahl’s husband: a descendant of Saknussen who Intends to claim the dis
covery for himself. He is a pure stereotype of all the villains you encounter
in the movies, always seeming a little meaner and rougher than the next person.
However, once into the center of the earth, the magic that Hollywood has at
its disposal is fully revealed. And what effects they are! The interior shots
wore photographed In Carlsbad Caverns, New Mexico. Hollywood added chambers
full of gees embedded in rock, underground seas, great gypsum deposits, huge
mushrooms, and oven senators, most of which were in the book. But the monsters
encountered below are merely anticlinactic, the other adventures overshadow the
monsters' bellowing and ranting. (They are not models either, tut actual liz
ards blown-up to the size of dinosaurs by trick photograpy.) The most these
scaly beasts ever do la frighten the explorers and chase them. The monsters
will prove interesting to the Juvenile members of the audience, but we "old
sters" can pretty well ignore them. It seems no natter where you turn, these
days, a whole flock of howling dinosaurs pop up.
The whole Journey la one continuous exciting adventure fron beginning to
end. And (happily) Hollywood has resisted the temptation to have Hiss Dahl be
come Involved in a love triangle during the trip, and practically nothing Is
said of romance. Ue con be thankful for things like that. And wo can also be
thankful for Gertrude, the pet duck, who provides some entortaimont on the way.
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The finale, after the intrepid little band manages to survive a fierce
buffeting on the sea in the center of the earth and are deposited in Atlantis,
la ridiculous. Atlantia la magnificent and the special effects are superb, but
the whole idea of being blown out of a volcanic crater In a giant sacrificial
cup (which is what it resembled) and being propelled by a rising stream of es
caping lava and gaa is completely absurd. And that's what sakes the ending so
much fun.
Evan though the ending couldn't happen, seeing it, on the screen was quite
■mnalng. In fact, the whole film is extremely amusing. The thin edge of sus
pense that prevails Manages to sustain interest in even the moet uninterested
film-goer. The magnificent sets should wring awe from those who attend the
local cinemas once a Month or so. The acting is coupe tent, also, oven if the
<hick la the chasplon scene-stealer of all tine.
There wore many brave things in the picture, such as the tine the guide
kills one of the dinosaurs with a steadily aimed spear, or when Pat Boone bat
tles with the villain. However, in ay opinion, the bravest thing of the entire
filn was James Mason speaking in a Scottish accent.
for those who must have romantic endings, Pat Boono returns to marry J axes
Mason's daughter as promised in the beginning.
Evon If you don't like science fiction lurries. you should enjoy Journey to
the Cooter of the Earth, which proves that with some skillful re-writing, an ol<
classic can be dressed In its Sunday best to Merge as a thrilling newcomer.

The End
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ARTHUR WILCOX

Thia is the first instalment of a regular fanalne review column.
X tried a review column once before, and derived from it nothing more than
involvement in a number of minor-league feuds with indignant faneds and their
partisans. No benefits whatever accrued to me. Still, I think I'll try it
again. The first attempt was long ago and In another fandom, and besides, the
tine is dead. I have, I believe, learned a few things since than, and I know
that fandom has. There is a maturity today that was lacking then, and perhaps
my wwll-Meant criticism won't inspire the incredulous wrath that greeted my
previous effort. And anyhow, I'm pretty sure I've learned something about tact
since then.
lew're entitled to know something about my view of fanainee and fansine re
viewing before I ask you to give attention to my pronouncements. I do not (re
peat, do QfiX) believe that a fansine should be Judged by the same standards that
one wwld apply to, say, a new novel by Vladimir Nabokov — or even, for that
matter, to a story in Q alary. Our genre is guj gaperi8. and I think ought to
be Judged on its own terms. But understand moi to Judge fan publishing on its
own terms does not mean to be kind to juvenile ideas or slovenly language or
puerile fwdlng or bad grammar. Wo have, in our sdcrocom, superior writers of
prose like Warner and Orennell and Willis, and learned men Like Boggs, and penceptiro and sensitive editors like Raeburn, and querulous grammarians like Leaaan,
and verse technicians like Rapp, and informed critics like Bushy. Those examples
make it plain that there Is a high enough standard within fan publishing for us
to make judgments on our terns. In this store, fan sines will be judged not
against Shakespeare and Homer. but against tho best fanaines. And it seems to
ne that that is setting a sufficiently selective touchstone.
As to policy: APAilnes will not bo reviewed, except in the case of
generalslnes which are included in APA mailings, as Stefantasy, Pontine and tho
occasional Prue. Many sines will receive no mention, since I think it's better
to use the available space to say what ought to be said about a few sines than
to dole out twenty words each to every one that coses to hand. I think that
incomparably the best fansine review column in the business is Harry Warner's In
Oopolal, and I will, as a matter of policy, ape certain features of Harry's column.
I shall not bo concerned with quality of reproduction, except where it is unwholescsely illegible or where illustration is the point of tho publication: it
has long struck ne that a finical concern with reprodiction quality has long
been characteristic of the very worst reviews. And I shall use no numerical
rating system. If I can't get sy opinion across by using words, I have not any
business writing thia column.
Nov frontiers, of course, is a quarterly nagasine, and each instalment of
this column will therefore have a three months' accumulation of fantines to
review. It follows that the monthly magazines will usually have three copies
on hand, and so their individual issues will probably not receive their just dues.
This is the case with Cry of the Nafelcsa (Elinor Busby , Box 92 , 920 Third
Avenue, Seattle h, Washington, 25/ or 5/41.00), Numbers 1J5, 1^6 and 1J7 are
on hand for review, and since these three Issues total a staggering 214 pages,
it's clear that a detailed resume is Impossible.
Ko. 135 lo Pry*a 10th anniversary issue, and runs to a aiasooth 102 pages.
The other two are, respectively, 46 and 66 pp. Eighty-one pages of all this
Peototnering are taken up with "The Poon Poes West", John Berry's traveloguecux-con report, and it would be hard to find a better use for eighty-one pages.
Berry is affable. Modest, ingratiating, and clearly filled with a sense of
wonder at being in Detroit and crossing the U.S. and visiting Seattle. This
account seems certain to be one of fandom's classics, and cannot be too hlgh-

Blotto Otto co-authored tho conreport
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ly recommended.
The root of the material in these Cry's pages ranges from outstanding to
unreadable; but the Berry narrative can carry any amount of inferior natter,
fou ought to read Cgy Pf th? flaw* W aAlso on hand are Itos. 49, $0, 51 and 52 of Fanac (Terry Carr, 1818 Grove
Street, Berkeley 9. California or Ron Elllk, Apt. #0, 1909 Francisco Strett,
Berkeley 9» California; 4/25/ or
There’s not meh left to say about
this indispensable newsletter. It won — and deserved — the iiugo. What is
there to addT Only this; if you aren't a subscriber, send in a subscription
now. You'll more than get your nonoy's worth In the riders alone. These four
issues, for example. carry the following riders: Gambit's i 33 & >4; Hobgoblin;.
/ 2, 3 4 4; and Fanachronim #2 — all good stuff, by. respectively, Tod White,
Torry Carr and Dean Gronnoll.
Hext wo have Digit #1, free from Theodore R. Cogswell. The circulation is
United, Ted says, "to SF writers and a few personal friends," so I'm not going
to enter the address. But it'll be worth your while if you can got hold of a
copy.
This is a continuation of Tod's PITFCS Special Series, but it's considerably
more ambitious than its predecessor. Gone is the ditto; instead wo have an ex
ceptionally neat quarter-site, photo-offset nagaxlne of twenty-four pages. (I
guess it’s photo-offset; hare's what TRC says about his reproduction: "Actually
the protection process is quite painless — I just snap a picture and then push
a button... And, since the cost of this is almost nil — I can get four pages on
a single photostencil — I can send it out for free.")
Most of the issue is by Cogswell, himself; he has written verse ranging
from a blues to a fascinating exercise in verbal pyrotechnics and puns a* la
Ftanesan's Wake, and a couple of avant garde vignettes, and a beautiful
tongue-in-cheek set of Freudian "Notes Towanl a Definition of Science Fiction"
and on exceedingly clever satire on theology called "Hints an to the Nature of
The Loved One." He also sets a competition called "The Little Shen Gambit", in
which readers are invited to write verses after the fashion of a blasphemous
quatrain of Cogswell's.
Ted has a biasing wit and 4 facile and talented pen and an immense fund of
learning. Bit hr. has also a great fault in his sophomoric choice of subject
natter. Blasphemy and bawdiness, however funny, can become tedious when you're
helped to too large a portion. Nevertheless, thia represents one of the high
points in the current bundle for review.
Year after year FAPA has voted Killian Rotsler its best artist. Hie reason
why is clearly evident in two naw books of Rotsler cartoons, Son of the Tattooed
fca£?n and The Jattgoed DrA;?n Meets the Wolfman. These books teapt one to make
comparisons with Thurber and Stoig and Abner Dean, and indeed there are super
ficial points of resemblance. Bit Rotsler is, on the whole, entirely individual,
with .1 wit and stylo all his own. He Consistently manages to say scon pretty
wise things in soar pretty funny cartoons, and you could do worse with a couple
of bucks than to buy these books. They're expertly stencilled and beautifully
printed (presumably on the LASF5 Gestotner) by Ernio Wheatley.
LLx!£O (Robert & Juanita Coulson. Route /3. Wabash, Indiana; 15/ or 12/$1.50)
goes on and on (we have >'s 84 4 85 here) without ever being spectacularly good
or spectacularly bad. One soaetlmes wonders why it is that an editor who possesses
the critical abilities Coulson demonstrates monthly in his review column should
regularly turn out so undistinguished a fantine. I have yet to see an issue of
fandro that r.ade ne cheer. On the other hand, I have yot to see one that was
unreadable. Yandro is a dependable middle-of-the-road kind of fantine.
It did, however, deviate from its placid normality In number 84. when, for
the first time within the ken of man. it carried a rider. This was an eight-page
printed curiosity called £al, issued by something styling itself LyRoPublicatlons.
You arc strongly urged to avoid this oddity.
'
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Triode #17 (Eric Bantcliffe 4 Terry Jeeves. 47, Alldls Street, Great Moor,
Stockport, Cheshire. England; 20/ or 6/Jt.OO) seems to me to be fairly yplcal
of the current Transatlantic fanxines. It's beautifully reproduced on a fine
grade of paper. It's satisfyingly thick (38 pp.). it's expertly laid out, it's
profusely and skillfully illustrated and it's very dull.
Just why thio should be true io difficult to explain txit there It is. John
Berry and Bentcliffe and Jeeves and Harry Warner and "Penelope Fandergaste" and
George Locke are presented, and you'd think that something sparkling would re
sult, but somehow it falls to come off. Che wearies, after a time, of the ingrown faaaanlshnoss of so many of the English fanxines. and there is a special
cafanfl that results from the millionth account of one Britfan's visit to another,
or to a place of historical Interest.
Kind you, I'm not saying that all English fanxines are dull. I have now
before ae a notable exception, Aporrhota #>5 (H.P. Sanderson, "Inchsery", 236
Queen's Road. New Cross. London. S.E. 14, England; 20/ or 6/jl.OO). This, I
think, is one of the top tines being published on either side of the Atlantic.
It's consistently lively, literate and interesting, and In addition there's
usually enough controversy in an Issue to add spice to the dish. (Sandy and
Ted White are still at it, by the way.) As is usual, the best part of the
current issue is "Inchmory Fan Diary", which I consider to be the best regular
feature in ai\y fanslne. If yew don't get Ape. I think you should.
Back on this side of the water, we find PrpFANity #7 (Bruce Pels, 980
Figueroa Terrace, Los Angeles 12, California; 15/ for a sample copy) and all
thanks are duo editor Pels for unearthing and printing Bloch's 1951 Nolacon
speech. This was the speech In which Bloch flayed the press for Its "humor
ous" treatment of SF conventions. Why, asked Bloch, should a science fiction
convention invariably be ridiculed while plumbers’ and bird-watchers' con
ventions receive straightforward handling! The speech is funny, but it also
makes its point In no uncertain to rets, and I'm nost hoppy to see It In print.
The rest of the xlne is something of a letdown, with two reprint items
and yet another Gilbert and Sullivan parody. The letter column Is a good one,
though, and the magaxine io very well edited Indeed. If Pelt doesn't burn out
he will, I predict, end as one of the very top fanods.
Stefan tosy #44 (William M. Danner, R.D. #1. Kennerdell. Pennsylvania; "Price
seven shillings, except for your copy which is free?) Is a thing of beauty. The
usual superb Danner printing is hone, and an AToe cover in color, and on* of
Grannell's very finest columns, and several of Danner's famous satirical adver
tisements. Thore's also one of the funniest things I've seen Ln years, a photo
of a monument to Brigham Young, which bears an inscription that must be seen
to be believed, Stef is unquestionably one of the finest things In fandom, and
Is recocaended without reservation.
#9 (George Soithers. Bx 52. Eatontown. New Jersey; 20//l, 6/|1.00)
is all about Conan the Barbarian. Robert E. Howard's pulp hero. I can beat
review it by quoting the book report of a fourth-grader who was assigned a
book about birds: "This book tolls me more about birds than I care to know."
That's how I feel about Aarj and Conan. But If you think you'd enjoy worship
ful exegesis of the Howard canon, Amra Is for you.
By anybody's standards, Gregg Calkins' Cppslat is one of the top fanxines;
number thirty is due, but Gregg hasn't had time to produce it. He has. however,
put out an interim publication, appropriately entitled Interim 29/30. as he says,
a "peace offering". Most of the tine's five pages are taken up by Walt Willis'
"The Harp That Cnee or Twice", and the rest by Gregg's always-intereoting edi
torialising. You'll like this one.
And this, scientifictlon fans, exhausts both myself and the editor this
time around. The following sines have been slighted and should do better with
their next issue: Ellis Mills'
t?: BUI Donaho's Habakkuk #1; Weber 4
Pfeifer's WRR >4; and Bob Llchtean's Pjl-Phj (First Annishh Thore arc also
a few which should receive unfavorable notice, but they shall remain nameless.
Until next issue, then.
------------------------------- ——----------- D&jjDd______________________________________
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Morria £bliens, 4J?2 Coolidge Avenue, Los Angelos 66, California

Dost

Hom,

A short reply to Mr. Carr in your last issue, if it isn't too late. There
are a lot things I don't care for, such as oyster stew and be-bop and other
■usical Monstrosities, but I try to avoid thea, tbo I'll adnit to occasional
violent spells of grumbling on such things, despite my feelings that others may
like such things.
I have as yet to see a satisfactory definition of art, or as Mr. Carr would
probably have it, £rt. I can't claim to be wll schooled in art, having had only
one year at the Minneapolis School of Art, 20 years ago, and I did not do much art
work for almost 8 years afterward. Then I got involved in doing semo sketches
for astronomical films. Many of the paintings sold at conventions are the result
of those comparatively simple bits of work. The fact that I have learned to turn
out a satisfactory design in a couple of hours enabled ne to turn a few dollars
when I needed them. These cover
paintings were the scenes froa the
film work and since they were to
be seen only a few seconds on the
screen, they are to bo viewed in
sequence, and certainly don't look
arty alone. But I feel that they
are interesting, simple designs,
and certainly some people must like
them, for I have sold almost 500
of the things. (I can hear a
shudder up San Francisco way —
to misquote a famous saying,
"Somebody up there doesn't like
net) Maybe there are those
people who just can't see any
one doing so such work, obvious
ly of only moderate quality, but
consider that much of it was done
to make a few dollars — and there
Is no profit in doing a painting
that takes a week and selling it
for an average of $10, and then
giving the con a cut of 1/3* pay
ing for materials, shipping, etc.
I talked with Ron Cobb on his
art work — he did not know how
much time he spent on his work,
but I Imagine most of his better
paintings take upwards of 30 to
20
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ho hours — doing such for amateur nags is not economically worthwhile, unless
the painting is done for some other purpose, and the fanpub is an oxtr- give
away. This is not even a practical amount of time to put in on a pro-mag cover
that brings In about $100 minus shipping, materials and a $15 agent's fee and
such. But of course Mr. Carr is talking about Art, not making a living — this
can get involved ao I'll save it for another tine,
I'd be the last one in the world to say I have reached Ue ultimate in any
thing, for I am trying to learn, within Ue tine and energy I have — and both
are running out. Once I was young and ambitious, txit after being cheated and
chiseled by customers in filmwork, photo and portrait shops, fan publishers who
ordered $25 photo-montages and Uen finally paid $1 on account, never to be heard
from again, such Uings as Mr. Carr's comments don't mean much to me. I pre
sume he prefers mathematical designs as art, or perhaps the incoherent "modem"
blobs now being paseed off as Art — or just Ue feeble fan art consisting of
gun-slinging young men in tights so often depicted in fan mags.
I malice Uat Ue limitations of reproduction of any of Ue fanmags, espe
cially Ue mimeographed ones seems to limit Ue quality of any artist shown. I've
done such much decorating of cardboard that some fen might be pleased to know I
will be making some changes — from now on, all my work will be done on Masonite.
Same old paint, same old paintings, now base material. Thia ought to evoke some
consent.
I hope you are able to continue Ue magazine — despite Ue critics' com
ments. I think you are doing quite a Job while being stationed in your service
position, so Uis considered, keep at it. and if you only got your own iattifaction out of it, and some experience, and a few readers who enjoy Ue booklet,
Uat is semothing of value. It's an expensive hobby, and I hope yours pays for
Itself in time. Perhaps later, when you are out of Ue service, Ue experience
will prove of ftirther value — Ue little magazine I put out some 23 years ago
gave no some pleasant mcaenta and experiences. Uo I am ashamed of the results
now, of course.

Sincerely,
Morrie
Frank 0. McSherry, Jr., 314 West Jackson. McAlester, Oklahoma

Dear Sir:
The first issue was superb and better than Uo second. I liked Ue Roy
Hunt cover better Uan Ue Dollens. tbo' boU wore fine. Fewer letters, please.
One or two Ulos, if Ue quality of them can be kept as high as your covers'
quality, would add to Ue magazine. I wcxildn't list Ue typos In Ue previous
issue — you're printing a fan magazine, not a legal contract. Host of Uo
typos were trivial and Ue meaning clear to Ue reader wiUout any list of
"Errata" In Uo next issue.
It seems to me Uat Uo strengU of NF is in its articles, informal,
thoughtful, and informed. R. B. Johnson's and Mark Clifton's were outstanding.
I would like to see more of Uoso, or raUer of Uat quality. The book review
section should be kept small and Uo fan mag reviews even smaller. The Andersen
article was best in Ue second issue. Thanks for Ue consent on Uo Fitzroy
Verne — it may save some money for many fans.
Bow about a section on books not known to many fans — books of high quality
ouch as Zimiatin’s We or Toksvig's Last Devil or Flecker's Kaf-Ic — reviews of
good books of the past as well as the present? I had hardly heard of Ue first
until a reprint camo out and Knight so onUuslastically reviewed it in FASF. How
nany others are Uere like Uat I've missed? Perhaps a dept.— "My Favorite
Unknown Book"? This boosting of book reviews is not to Imply, by Uo way, any
contradiction of ny preference for articles, long and strong ones. How about a
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series of photo-reproductions of tho covers of first issues of, say, Astounding,
and other early collectors’ items? Just suggestions—.
Best of luck to you and your fine aagaslno — you're doing a swell job.

Sincerely.yours,
Prank D. MeSherry, Jr.

Shelby Vick. P.O. Box 493, Lynn Haven. Florida

Dear Norn:
First, let no officially welcome you and NF to Florida. (Tho Florida C of C
appointed no an official ambassador of good will, so I'm duly qualified.
Next, let se argue with Bob Llchtaan. Specifically when ho was defending
modern s-f and intimating It's as good as old TWS. 55 and ASF stories. Says he.
"...If you were to go back and re-read Startling, and TWS and aSF...would you
really enjoy than as much as you did then?"
Now, strangely enough, that is exactly what I have been doing I As the cur
rent crop of sf has been dwindling, (I'm referring to quality, not quantity.) I’ve
been going back in my collection and digging out old mags; 55. TWS. ASF. y&sp an!j
even KUmV
My memory being what it is, I can re-read old stories that
I once road and greatly enjoyed, and still recall either little or none of it;
seldom enough to ruin roading it over. You know some thing? Evon an old Planet
usually has more interesting stories in it than any four or five mage you might
pick out from your newsstand! Nobody’s trying to turn up new thoughts any more,
or now twists to old thoughts. And while I was digging back, I also found a
stack of old famines. In a January ’52 figl I found a column that pretty well
predicted the current trend. Forthwith, a few quotes.
•The truth of the natter is, the only way the world could suddenly take in
science fiction is by a sudden change In sf — science fiction cannot convert the
world; the world, instead, will convert sf. ... Publishers, their eyes naturally
on tho dollar sign, are changing of to suit the public, which is the only way.
^whenever
n8w ,f ha> sPro,d «*er the world, and everybody knows what it is.
we 11 ((fandom)) still be in the sane boat. People will understand what they’re
reading then, but they would probably bo as blank as over if you handed 'em a '48
(Incidentally, the title of this sparkling column so Imbued with
foresight was "Shelby Vick". You can decide for yourself who the columnist was.)
Unfortunately. sf has about gotten there. Nearly anyone could pick up tho
average sf mag and road thru it. They might not enjoy the stories, because they
prefer
or Elia, but they should have little or no difficulty in under
standing them. What? You say this is because science has caught up with sf?
ffct this Is the same thing! Like in Fredric Brown's What Had Universe? — if
the common people understand space tales, this means that they are tow only
stories, adventure tales, Jifil science fiction. True sf should bo full of imag
inings far beyond the average ken.
(And by the way — what HAS happened to fantasy? Tho once-great F>SF Is now
I4S£, and about all else there is consists of — ugh! — Shock. Are there no
more hurkles?)
ShelVlc
((Thanks for the welcome to Florida. I'm sure Wally Weber appreciates your
defense of EiAD?!
for what happened to fantasy try some issues of
aslfott FilrtW* fro® England. At least there is one mag which tries to pre
serve fantasy.))
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William F. Temple

Dear Norm,
I read with interest what I could understand of Poul Anderson's defence of
fictional science. When I got to parts like "I finally compromised on
This means a proton kinetic energy of 466 Nev and mass of 1.5 times rest..." I
skipped lightly over them. Ideally in the view of Campbell-Andorson-Gemsback
typos (henceforth "CADs"), I should have reached for wet towels and textbooks
on physics and mugged it all up.
However, experience teaches that more than likely it would be a waste of
time. Long ago Verne had me conscientiously chasing wild geese over the tech
nical data on his space-gun. Nothing Is quite so Impossible as yesterday's dis
proved scientific theories. Mice In Wonderland. Is more possible. Any purely
fantasy story Is. I've a hunch that the wind of time will soon blow Poul's
paper spaceship onto the scrapheap — the only form of propulsion it's likely
to get.
This'll not stop CAOs from producing these mental exercises nor technical
typos from enjoying every figure of them. Arthur Clarke used to try to bully
no Into appreciating them, cracking ne on the skull with his slide-rule. Wasted
fury. They wouldn't take.
On tho other hand, my attention is hold without exhortation by the changing
patterns of light thrown on the eternal verities, on human emotions, and human
and non-human relationships by s-f atorlog.
I'd be irritated by an author who purports to be telling a story about a
group of characters on a train and keeps dropping the narrative to maunder on
about piston rods, exhaust ports, food pipes and regulating valves. After all,
the story's the thing — if you're looking for a story.
It all boils down to what you're looking for — a mental or an emotional
experience. Some people prefer detective stories replete with maps and time
tables — abstract problems. Other prefer Raymond Chandler — and human prob
lems. Some prefer Hoc art, others Tchaikovsky.
Perhaps there should bo a new magatlne especially for CAGs — called Amaz
ing Theories. Let them there expound their super-drives, over-drives, under
drives and so on, minus tho functionless ornaments, dangling like dolls from tho
Christmas tree of Theory. which the author pretends are actors In a drama.
In short, story-tellers should write with pens and not with slide-rules.

All the best,
yrs Bill Temple
Allen Baos, 1-D-3 Wadsworth Street, East Hartford 8, Connecticut

Dear Horn;
Well, I have a few comments and so I'll go thru once again the January New
Frontier? (listed as the June issue on contents page). Enjoyed tho whole issue
as I anticipated. You improve *.‘ow Frontiers with every issue, your back-log a
seems to be nearly used up, at least I noticed nothing that was obviously dated.
Not that I did not enjoy tho slightly dated material In your first. I did! The
articles were excellent.
Mr. Ted E. White's letter seemed a bit needless. No one can keep track of
all the various titles used in fandom publishing. If your title had been Stellar
ho would have had a very good point in protesting, but only your organisation
used the name Stellar Enterprises. To bo correct and on a similar basis I think
Hugo Gemsback could protest. He used it long before Mr. White ever issued ZIP
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or Stellar. Hugo Gemsback used It In the early JO’s. Any one can easily check
this. Mr. White states ho copyrighted several issues. But. I see you have copy
righted everything so far, and I'm under the Impression Mr. Gemsback did. too.
Basically it strikes mo that copyrights don't really enter Into the natter at all,
but. because you used the word "Stellar" in a secondary phraso. a word that Is
certainly common enough in our field. Mr. White expects you to change the title
of your publishing house. Confusion, ho says — Eras? How many professional
nagaxlnes have used titles such as Cogmiq■ Fantastic. Fantasy. Future, Space,
or Science FjctjonT They were used prominently in the actual titles of magazines
and not in a remote way such as the publishing houses. Plenty of confusion there
at times, but I've seldom heard of editors objecting or trying to get the others
to change their titles. Perhaps I'm being a little harsh, but It seems to me his
whole attitude is a little preposterous. Noticed his mention of ...(quote:)...and
a number of others noted for professional material, (end of quote.) Perhaps he
wrote this letter without ever seeing New Frontiers, because I believe de Camp,
E. E. Evans. Marte Clifton. Poul Anderson. Mr. Olsen. Jr. and Mr. Coblentz am
not exactly in the minor leagues.
Well ho didn't say you had to. he just asked!
Bob Olsen, Jr.'s article was my favorite of the issue. Unfortunately, I
came from years after Mr. Olson and so have read little by him. The few I have
road I liked as a whole. Many authors write science fiction for Idealistic
reasons as expressed by Mr. Olsen and because they like it... and don't atop
to think about how big their check will be. Authors like this stayed with the
field through tines nore trying than I can Imagine and helped rx>re than one maga
zine become a standard fay accepting tho much lesser pay rates when they could
have gotten much nore from other fields.
four book reviews are the Up as usual. One you missed is Joseph Payne
&*nnan's The Parte Returners published by Macabre House in New Haven. Conn.
There are nine stories tn this little horror-collection, all very good. The
book is high priced — $3.00 published without a jacket — and contains only
?0 pages and is limited to 150 copies.
Tour book reviews are a real service, as are the fanzine reviews.
Sincerely,
Allen Baes

((Ted White had a legitimate complaint and was entitled to have something done
about It. Granted, there has been a lot of duplication between protine titles
and formats, but that doesn't excuse any of it. The reason for not reviewing
ws Ihat It was sold out prior to publication and with only
150 copies there was not much chance of anyone acquiring a copy.))

Ednund R. Meskys, 72JA. ^5 th Street. Brooklyn 20. New York
Mr. Metcalf:
"Paper Spaceship" was very good — I never noticed or appreciated these
fine points while roading tho story. However, I have one question: With the
matter-transmitter on board, was it really necessary for tho ship to carry all
of its fuel? Couldn't it restock via this gadget every so often and save on tho
tanks; it seem* to mo that no matter what the cost of transmission, thia should
so cut down tho ship's size that it would bo nore economical. (The ship could
hold a week's supply, a month's or even enough for one complete maneuver (such
as acceleration to v/c « 3/A*. or decoloration) t0 save transmission time and
lining up; even in the lost case tho mass ratio would drop fron 17.8 to U.35.)
The next two items were interesting, but I find nothing In them to ccracnt
25"
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on — except that Anderson does to some extent refute Coblentz by showl.- g that at
least a few authors are interested in science fiction.
Good lettered too, but if you do use interior illos as suggested, don't go
overboard and leave out all the text! Two or three interiors should be enough.
I thot #1 was just so-so, but that >2 was great! Keep up tho good work —
we need a mag like yours, now that Inside comes out once every year or two. You
could vary your title headings a little, tho.

Best of luck.
Ed Me skya
John Posts. 619 Greenleaf Street. Allentown, Pennsylvania

Dear Norm,
I'd like to thank you very much for sending ne Now Frontiers* In general,
it's a very good effort, and my comment will run, to some orderly degree, from
cover to cover.
And I wasn't overwhelmed by the front one! You, having the moans to put out
good illos, should not have to settle for tripe like that Dollens thing. First
off, the formula cover has walked greener pastures, having long devoured any vir
tue as a thought-provoking sf Illustration. Dollens picked, moreover, a formula
that is, I would say, the most hackneyed of any — there are only about throe
that merit this order. Yet I'm wondering how and where Ln this physical universe
the rock that his ship is sitting on could be located. It must be one heck of a
big planet or whatever to see two galaxies spinning like that in the background.
The galaxies are probably dwarfs themselves. Or else my perspective Is all wrong!
Now it seems that I must say this: if provoking thought is needed to make good
sf illos. then maybe - just maybe - Dollens has It. since if nothing also, he made
me think. But reason should outweigh "why-not-ness" Ln your type fmz — this I
will take up below.
Poul Anderson argues for nore science foundations in fiction stories and goes
on to write a five page science column, nothing short of a tragedy. I believe
the only thing that kept me going through the first few pages (two or three) was
a hint at the author's reasons or sethods for writing this sort of thing — per
haps this eventually cane, bit I gave up hoping. Then, to top off a dull quar
ter hour of this, upon turning to the last page In quest of a summary of sorts
(OK, this Is cheating...) I discover that this story has appeared over a year
ago, and what I have beon reading in favor of the tale, Is of a long-dead work.
Naturally I'd never seen this Astounding Ln which his tale appeared. There will
be those that claim that I can't comprehend Anderson's deep science, or my mind
is so wandering that concentration is entirely wanting. Both, to an extent, are
true; I argue that Poul was too technical in his article, and could have used
(should have) a more literary style — at least 30c?? kind of style — in writing
his column. Someday I'll try again, but for now It's a wasted attest.
Bob Olsen, on tho other hand, was nothing short of delightful. It was one
of tho smoothest autobiographical sketches a person could ask for. and I was
feebly stunned to, upon finishing the article, count six pages of material. It
seems Olsen wade excellent use of that style fans demand when reading a straight
fact — this kind of fact — article, and perhaps Bob's association with fandom
was his mainstay hero. It seems Olsen actually sat down with the purpose of writ
ing a good article for fans. This he really did, whereas Anderson aoems to bo
writing at the readers, rather than for the®. Now, it strikes mo that I might be
zooming unfair to Poul. I don't know really just for whom tho article was in
tended. But being that it appeared in a fanzine, it seems only natural that it
was intended for fans, and should have been presented In a lighter style.
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Coblentz opens with a sentence that I thought was simply terrific, "...there
are no such things as the old science fiction and the new: there is only science
fiction..." and ho goes on to qualify his statement with a zoological analogy.
This is great, and it bears with it much Inport. SF, thought of as a literary
device always dragging Itself (neatly dragging) through the past decades, and al
ways hinting at now scbomen, prognosticating new vistas, is nothing short of
classical material. I believe It was Olsen who said that sf fans wen? seldom
Mazed at new developments in applied science, and were among the first to obtain
them if put on the market. In these points, it would sees, the authors wore
practically coached in their articles, so interrelated arc they.
I depart from Coblentz’s views, though, when he demands a strong backlog of
science for a story. I'm not for this, and many a timo a story is ruined when
it Is written for science and not fiction. Thon again I’ll never like a story
none because there’s some science in it. This can only make it worse — a good
fantasy story: imaginativo and psychological will always rate a warmer berth with
The letters were nostly interesting, though if the crowd of pros who wrote
you continue to do so. your column will look like a fannlsh "who's who upstairs".
I agree with everyone who wants an editorial. This is absolutely necessaryt
There is nothing better than a small page or two of your convictions — miserable or whatnot — to get a reader into the mood of the zine. Tou'll have to
Install this in future issues — and not that scabby thing on the last page.
In summary, you need a longer editorial, definitely interior artwork, and
up-to-date columns: no more of this Anderson stuffI Looking forward to the
next ish and the Dsrleth article, I am

wore very thoroughly absorbed. During this period, we have printed articles,
stories, and artwork by EEEvans. Mel Hunter, Ed Clinton, Albert Hernhuter, Henry
Kuttner, Forrest J. Ackerman, A.E. van Vogt, Robert Heinlein. Norman D'Avenue,
Jerome Bixby. John W. Campbell, Jr., George W. Fields, Bob Bloch, Wilson TUckor,
Harry Warner, Jr., Marion Zimmer Bradley, Fritz Leiber, E.E. Silth, PhD., Laurence
Gurney, Mark Clifton, Chad Oliver, Theodore Cogswell, Ray Bradbury and a number
of others noted somewhat for professional material. To obtain a quasi protection
for this publication would be impossible.
Granted that copyrights cannot cover a word alone, the fact remains that
for close to 25 years, and over a total of at least 125 Issues, our fanzines
have been using "California" in our address, and its content in many ways over
lapped that projected for Now Frontiers- Mainly, you are using the English
language, paper, stamps, and fandom.
Therefore, wo are asking that you consider changing the name of your return
address, or whatever, to something different — perhaps more appropriate to the
title of your fanzine. We are not about to issue lawsuits over the matter, but
Lt doos seem only fitting In avoiding confusion.
Whatever your decision, we would appreciate hearing from you on this (as
well as unmasking who lurks behind that imposing title).

Yerz,
U.S.3. John Trimble,
Editor
Tod White, 107 Christopher Street, New York 14, Sew York

Sincerely youra.
John Posta

Dear Nora.

((According to Dollens his scone is located at the end of the universe. Regard
less of thia, it is nowhere stated that Dollens has so depicted a literal trans
cription of reality, if imagination Is to bo ruled out of illoes where would we
boT An for your reactions to Anderson's piece see some of the other letters in
this l8h. And what's so much of a crowd about two pros? Editorials are too
such work and there probably won't be one in this Ish.))

Shangri-L'Affaires, 960) White Knoll Drive. Los Angeles 12, California
Terra House
P.O. Box 3>6
Berkeley 1.
California

Dear Mttl/UI Lurking,
Wo know very well to whom this letter is going, and Its destination and
purpose will be quite clear.
In the latest delivery of mail from the United States Post Office, there
appeared copies of tSg* Fritters with the above address. The address seems to
be from "California".
We'd like to inform you that wo have boon publishing both effectively and
Ineffectively since the late '30's a fanzine with the return address including
the word "California", which has thus far seen 125 issues, in general circulation.
The title has been changed to protect the guilty and to carry on feuds. Many
Issues were not only largo, but wore of a general nature as other club fanzines
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The second issue of NF received, and I am prompted to a number of comments,
plus a couple of contributions.
I notice little signs of Imperfection hero... the cover date is "Jan 60"
and at the top of the contents page it says "Juno 1960"... some of the right
hand margins don't quite stay oven... the ink is a rather washed-out grey...
but other than these signs that you're still going at it for the first couple of
times around, the zine measures up pretty well, I've already told you what I
think of those horrible out-of-line and ragged headings...! hope you'll avail
yourself of arttypc or someone elso's services In this respect.
The letter looks stuffy in retrospect, but since I had no Idea who would bo
on the receiving end, it was the beet I could do. I always feel much bettor
when addressing an individual than sane faceless entity — the latter brings out
the "business-correspondence" In me. I'm glad in any case that there were no
hassles...and the apology was unnecessary.
The material itself seems to follow a central theme, as each author bemoans
in his own fashion the lack of science in sf today. Odd, is it not, that the
leading "science" mag,
has fostered more anti-sclonco fiction in the last
several years than any tine since the Shaver Ar-azing. Anderson's article is quite
dated, but very Interesting, since I only recently road the Berkley book of Tjic
Fheny Stars. Anderson makes It quite obvious why most sf is not this thoroughly
thought-out: it is painfully time-consuming, and many authors (most of those in
Campbell's stable) ore simply not well enough equipped. Spooking personally. I
find it Just about impossible to write a good science fiction story — I can't
even plot one. If I needed all this. I'm sure that even if I could plot and
write that well, I'd still bo stumped.
But the sad fact is that thio Is nothing new. Very few sf stories have
ever been as well-thought-out as Poul's or Bob Olson's. Jules Verne was a free
ly Imaginative person who did not allow even the science of his time to dissuade
him, and oven those "scientifically accurate" Go ma back Apa-int:? and Wonders wore
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chocx ful- of impossibilities or simply amusing fantasies. Evan many of Olsen’s
stories, particularly the fourth-dimensional ones, fall into the "science fantasy"
category. I find it amusing that even today scientists like Hoyle when writing
science fiction" tend towards inconsistent fantasies (like Ossian’s Ride). The
giants of the A2E >939-43 era. Heinlein, van Vogt, Asimov, Kuttnor. etc., wrote
a great deal more "science fantasy" than "straight" sf. Their stories seemed
plausible, which wao ail that was necessary. Today wo have Rllsh's Trlunoh of
— a very "scientific" story — in which the "science" Is, I have been as
sured by those educated enough to know, sheer gobbledegook. It may help Ander
son to scientifically plot out his backgrounds and devices, but so long as he
can write a convincing story, I don’t care how he does it, I enjoy his flatly
impossible "Timo Patrol" stories in £4££ just as much.
Olsen is arising In places and right In a lot of places. Very good article.
Coblentz soys little that hasn't been already said by just about everybody.
The book reviews — unsigned; yours! If not, please initial them — don’t
seex nearly as perceptive as in the first issue. Too often they’re capsule re
caps of plots. Try latching onto the reviewers from the old Inside stable. It
is a cinch that despite Inside’s current existence, it is not publishing often
enoug): to use all their output. These reviews ore weak.
The fanzine reviews aren’t bad, but again simple contents listing with
vague if any value-Judgments are kind of weak. I do like the idea of hitting at
least briefly all the issues you've received between reviews, but perhaps you
could put the accent on one issue or item and discuss it with more depth as well.
I'm glad there Ijj an editorial this tine, even if such a skimpy one. Editor
ial personality in a zine is very important for any zine.

yhos,
Ted

I

Sincerely,
Neofan Bob Anderson
((I think Lee revised his checklist and brought it out separately not too long
ago. Can anyone out there tell Anderson!))
Ethel Lindsay. Courage House, 6, Langley Avenue, Burbiton, Surrey, England

।

((Thanks for the contributions. As you see elsewhere in the ish they have been
used. The Justification slipped because of fatigue. This ish doesn't have any
because of the rush to get it out and we're still way behind deadline. Verne
wont to a lot of trouble checking up on the science in his stories but then he
quite often goofed. His intent was good, though, and it made a powerful impress
ion on the reader. The book reviews in the first two issues were done entirely
by the staff, this Ish some outside help is in evidence. And what do you think
of this ish's fanzine reviews!))

and horror films. Say, for $3.00.
Does anybody agree with mo that Knight's book reviews are a bore! Does anvbody disagree!
Just one more thing: this week I'm starting a "Write ip Jitters To Bob
Anderson £rusade" » WILTBAC. Ry program is a simple one, a mutual exchange of
biases. Ideas, pet peeves and hemrgo to Clark Ashton Smith and other greats of
weird fame, among other things.

/
1

Dear Norman,
I felt rather breathless at the end of Poul Anderson's explanation of how
he got the science into his story. It is really quite amazing the amount of
work that can go Into a story like this, which I never properly appreciated be
fore. I shall remember it the next time I feel tempted to 'skip' the technical
parts!
Stanton Coblentz quotes a story which I have not read and therefore would
hesitate to defend. However if I take his meaning clearly, he wishes an ex
planation of how a character would get Into space before beginning to detail
the story of what happened there. Surely, this at the beginning of every story
would make, by repetition, rather boring reading! The author is assuming that
E1X2& getting into space is possible, so the rest may follow. Slabs of scien
tific information which are there merely to instruct tho reader I don't think a
good Idea, What one should gain In knowledge must be os a necessary part of the
atony. I would say that the first criterion of a sf story is that of all stories
— to entertain — that some knowledge of scientific matters and logic come with
sf, Is an advantage. The second without the first la an article in slight dis
guise!
I thoroughly enjoyed your book reviews, thought they were very workmanlike.
I don't know why Terry criticizes your fanzine reviews, I thought they were
competently compressed.
I sniff at your editorial though — too slight — you are trying to dodge
it, I fear! C'mon out whore wo can see you!

Bob Anderson, Box 696, Dado City, Florida

very best wishes,
and many thanks.
Ethel

Door Mr. Metcalf,

jW thanks for the copies of fry FmUerg. Tour publication is excellent!
The articles in both issues were good, despite scoe slips. Your bock reviews are
very well done. I also enjoyed tho fanzine reviews very much. Let's have nonof thorn, pl?age. a bigger lottercol. I’m for mostly printed material in the
mag with, say, one artist represented in each issue. Does Hannes ?ok do any offset llloes, if so ho would be a good lead off nan. I think your idea of havlnr
authors write their autobios and bibllos Is groat. Alfred Bester would be a good
starter. And then later on how about bios and bibllos of such masters as M R
Ln F?nu',-he one
only Kuttnor. Lovecraft (naturally), also
Clark Ashton Smith, Poul Anderson, and Philip K. Dick. That’s all my consents on
tno mag itself,
__ CA?.£n{ knowl«d«*ahle fan tcU a* where I con got a copy of Walter W. Lee's
Spring '55 issue of It containing the thirty-three page checklist of sf. fantasy
"
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((Terry objected, seemingly, to the fact that tho fanzine reviews were written
uncritically, which was deliberate. However. In this ish the fat reviews have
taken a new tack, with Intent to see what the readers' reactions will be. As
was mentioned previously the editorial staff is very lazy and doesn't take
kindly to the idea of writing an editorial.))

Mike Deckingor, H5 Locust Avenue. Millburn. New Jersey
Dear torn.
Back in >95? Fantastic Worlds first began to appear. Then there was Insido
in practically the samu format but it was devoted to more satirical material.
Both of these seem to have been long gone. However, in New Frontiers. I see
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qualities of both departed tines embodied. I happen to think that half-site
zines look much more professional than the flill-slze ones, and photo-offset
only enhances the quality. However, I certainly hope the life-span of
is far
longer than both those tines, for in this era of tines being born and dying
practically on the same day, we need a good sercon tine.
The cover was outstanding. This really surprised me, for after the boo-boo
Dollens pulled with the recent cover on Shagry, I was ready to disregard any of
his future artwork. But as long as he keeps the figures out of his drawings, and
puts in astronomical scenes, then he has a true work of art.
Anderson’s article would bo more at home In Astounding (&ial££. excuse ne)
whore his story appeared, rather than here. I must confess that I aa not a
physicist and the heart of the article just did not make that much difference to
no. I think it would have accomplished wore good if it was in Analog a month or
two after the serial. Anderson isn't the first one to delve into subjects about
which he writes, though. I can reneaber in Startling when Fletcher Pratt had a
novelet titled "The Long View" about a sillcone planotand then an article explain
ing the basis behind the story.
Olson's article was extremely interesting, In fact I'd say it was the best
in this particular issue. Sort of reminded me of Johnson's article last issue.
This particular typo of "author-insight" articles are extremely interesting, and
I hope you'll be able to get more. Woll, If nothing else, it should prove that
none of the old pulp writers got rich doing their writing. The quote of Bernard
de Veto's that he cites from Harner's is enought to send any sf fan into scream
ing hysterics, de Vote obviously knows nothing of which he speaks, or else he
would not make any such definitive and assinine statements. I wonder if his
opinions have changed any today?
Sorry, but I tend to disagree with Hr. Barry who says the features should
be expanded to Include promag reviews. Sure many of us road thorn, but the
majority of those that buy promags and are active fans are very small. And
another thing, the promags are not aimed at the fan, but the science-flotion fan.
And there is a groat difference between these two. Only Fantastic Universe has
been kind enough to admit that organized fandom doos exist, and doos more than
slnply stage conventions, as witness Bello Diets' colunn in it. And on the
other hand, John Campbell soens determined to do everything he can to keop his
sine as unfannlsh as possible. That'll bo the day when there's a fanzine review
column in Astounding, and there is tn is nonsense about the title change to
lo,!. and if Campbell has done ridiculous things in the past, this tops them all.
Kost prozlnos completely ignore fandom, why shouldn't fandom do the same?
The book reviews wore well written and quite comprehensive. It's interesting
to note that every review of the Woolrich book panned it, as you did pretty much.
I like the way you give the wordage of each book. I have a few comments on it,
though. First, in your review of Leinster's Four,Free; plw’t five, you could have
stated that it was first published in the Sep 59 toazing as "Long Ago, Far Away"
and furthermore, I don't think it was abridged. Also, let ne assure you that
van Vogt's "The Chronicler" did not appear in ASF Oct-Nov 56. Could it bo that
you meant to type out 46? It seems more likely. Other than that, the reviews
wore surprisingly good, and the way you combined the good and bad points with
the synopsis was commendable. Now these are what I'd call intelligent reviews.

SIH cercly,
Miko DockInger

((Some of the old pulp writers got rich, but not writing sf. Both de Voto and
Olson arc dead. And Mr. Barry could subscribe to Speculative Review from Dick
Enoy, 417 Fort Hunt,Road. Alexandria. Virginia to keep up with the prozlnos. As
Campbell has said when he eliminated fan chatter from "Brass Tacks" ASF will only
publicize activities which would interest a significant portion of the readers.
"The Chronicler" 1c from 46.))
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Bob Coulson, Route 3, Wabash, Indiana
Door Norman.

chMeJ/?V?TnU °r 016 la3t i03Ud- ArUot37 1 think Dollens is a good cover
cho.co. . m not sure I approve of him doing every cover in the future, since I
pre.er variety, but if you Insist on having one artist for your covers then Dol° p 8°?J.cho*co1 aflid that
review; oh well, so I'm redunaant.j Possibles for interior artwork would be Adkins, Barr (definitely Barr)
Cawthorne, and Gilbert. Maybe Dave Prosser as well, if you could persuade him
to do otf llloos instead of his usual Gothic horror types. (I like his Gothic
horror llloos, but I don't think they'd fit the geloncc-fictlan air of NF.)
. < j hay° r°“d a f<,w
th* “torles nentloned by Coblentz and few of then con.alnod science. Pseudo-science, yos; but I think there is about as much real
science In today's stf as there ever was. The approach to it has changed, but
!ho Only hflppy medium between the editing of T. O'Connor Sloane
and that o. H.L. Gold occurred during the '39-'44 "Golden Era" of ASF: it seen,
to be a freak that will not bo repeated.
Yours,
Bob L
Harry Warner, Jr., 423 aumlt Avenue, Hagerstown, Maryland

Dear Norm:
I can at least give you a few comments on the second issue. I think it's
an improvement, although you're probably continuing to get letters from fans who
feel that somehow you're being extravagant for using offset in a format that so
closely resembles homespun mlmnography. Of course, that doesn't apply to the
cover. I like it very much, although I hardly imagine that there Is any spot In
space whore two spiral nebulae wild be visible in this nanner. Como to think
of it, prozine artists have overlooked the pictorial possibilities of a fairly
closeup view of a nebula. I'n not astronomer enough to know if they get loss
impressive as you approach then, like certain mountains.
Poul Anderson leaves me hopelessly behind in "Paper Spaceship". If this
J*33 tbo S?fci?eeCC?d d® ?y brU5hine up a few days on forgotten knowledge, I'd
hate to think of wnat would emerge if he really concentrated on science for a
couple of months. This is not to say that I object to this type of scientific
background and verification. I Just don't understand enough of it to feel sufficiontlj’ loprosflode
0,31 B°b ?190n *a« d’adI hope that this article
means that ho • still with us. The things that he says are a clear demonstration
o. what was right and wrong about pioneer magazine science fiction. The time
and care that wont Into it, the technical and scientific background of most of
the writers and editors, are the things whose lack shows up 30 severely today.
And the situation Ian t likely to change, because it's so much easier to put this
<ind of knowledge to pro.ltablo use today; back in the '20's and '30's, such
^I’dg® had little effect on one's paycheck. Now. if those good things in the
oil days had been combined with Just one other Important matter, recognition that
to new inventions after you've
figured out what the new inventions will be like, we would have had even better
stories.
.v »
suggestion that science fiction writers should
give up the battle of characterization without a shot. It can be done. Weinbaun
made real entitles out of his BFX'a while they retained their other-planetary
OTWMGrtrf---------------------------------------- jT

natures, Simak and de Caap shoved what can bo done with characterizing animals
under changed conditions, and Heinlein proved you can create ncnorable human-type
characters in stories about the future. At the same time, it might be well to
accept another hint in this article, and divide the literature into two categories,
science fiction and future fiction. Science fiction usually takes place in the
future, but stories about the future can be westerns or detectives Instead of
being science fiction, as we’ve learned by so many mediocre prozines in recent
years.
The bock reviews continue to bo among the test appearing in fanzines. And
the fanzine reviews continue to be badly outdated.
It's strange that on the very page whore you complain about over-priced
Verne reprints, you run an advertisement for a "special on non-fiction quality
paperbacks". I'd hate to see Stark's regular price for those titles. Host or
all of the 85/ titles he lists are available at 3/6 in their British paperback
forts, and I suspect that that is what he's selling. They can be had at cover
price, about 50/, plus a fow pennies' postage from Ken Slater's Fantast, Ltd.
On the other hand, Stark's offer of Science Wondqg's for 75/ apiece is the big
gest bargain in huckstering history, because I don't think there's a collection
in the world that contains nost of those issues that he lists from the middle
and late 'JO's and early *40*a.
After writing to you the last time, it suddenly occurred to no that this
legend about Lovecraft's death from malnutrition might have had a semi-factual
basis, after all. Cancer victims quite often die of malnutrition in the sense
that the malignancy prevents them from getting enough nutrition to keep them
alive. The misunderstanding night have arisen that way.
Yrs., Ac.,
Harry
((Anderson says that he is bettor at lab work than at theory, so what he can ac
complish must bo really something. Bob Olsen is dead. Ben Stark has thia to
says "You tell Harry Warner that those 85/ books nay be 50/ in England but ho
can add on the cost of writing, the cost of the money order, customs duty, post
al inspection fee and I hope a little deserved profit . They are no more ex
pensive than Penguins. Ho can't get them for 5$/ in this country."))

EXCHANGE

Send six 561 science fiction pocket books ♦ 25/ and receive 4 different sf
paperbacks in exchange.

All in now condition or will match condition you

send.

Also, I am interested in Edgar Rice Burroughs books, magazines, etc.
Please write what you have to soil, <?r trade.

H. Parise
160 Byron Street
Youngstown,
Ohio
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THE MEZEKTIAJi GATE - E. R. Eddlson, Elek Books. Inc., London, 1958 , 30s, xlv ♦ 241
^tispleco, tables and maps. Available in this country from J. Ben Stark
113 Ardmore Road, Berkeley 7, California for $5.00, postpaid.
ous

Xt 8,Ca9 fl° affoctBtion’ but natural, to call Eric Rucker Eddlson nounUln-

1,1
bootlicking age a writer who made no compromises, who In
vited his readers to follow him If they wished but destroyed nothing in his
world to ease their path stands forth like a snowpeak seen across empty plains.
Secondus, this private world is not the author's navel enlarged, with every
academically fashionable symbolism in Its calculated place, but massive and tur
bulent as a storm rising over high ranges — and as full of lightning.
.ertius. at Its best the author's craggy language, however difficult to
»r‘S?1
r^riWard3.th? •f$ort uith
enormous overlook, and on unexpected glimpse
of wildflowers in the lee of sooe glacial boulder.
.
'l"?Ch * PPldae« n W
niggling to pick at flaws. Y«t they
3a?? 3Ca10 “ 0,8 vlrtue9- I
neither tine nor
patience for a critical dissection, which would In any event be as ludicrous
with respect to Eddlson as it Is with respect to Aeschylus or Shakespeare. But
a few remyks on the more conspicuous features of a large territory may not be
out or order.
Ihf
9119 is th. last Eddlson we shall over see. The author ap
pears to have had forewarning of his own death, in 1945, while working on it.
™te,
prlntod’ suggests as much. Still more rovcalHaving completed the first seven chapUJt?wdet\lled 5ynop’U
*«lk of
narrative. But the fl?f.\
thre°
inU,rv®ning ones, have also been finished.
9* ftWUM 9iH as we have it is "a full-length
portrait in oils o. which the face has been painted in but the rest of the plc™
Hwn>r««hlJr sketched in charcoal. As such, it has enough unity
and finality to stand as something more than a fragment."
?8t
lt 18
flrEt or
ZlmlamviAn trilogy in
U>at
? history. Indeed, the series was written backwards, so
Which appeared more than twenty years ago. starts
Whil° in KfflffPn occurs during the time span
oov®«»d by the latter, whoso narrative overlaps and interweaves with it. Since
hid^n^tn/’V a,l*ftral0Or' P°rh«P» ««r». we can only wonder how such
‘?®
~ * 'or,lnjUn”> what connection does 1110 Worm Ouroboroi have
eo£n as a spectator, while he Is crucial to the trilogy.
Plot3omo background is re
quired. fclmlanvia is not simply another universe. It is the universe. Our own
was created for a whim, during tha* memorable fish dinner.^nd pricked Into non°
when she wearied of it. Only she and
Ung ffczentius saw its millions upon millions of years of history, compressed into
thpy ®nter®d H during that moment, to live as humans
•n j.e incarnations of Lessinghnm and his loves. But Florinda is a guise of Aphro-
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I® the Omnipotent, Her Love. These are not Their c-ly asth ^aJ30' 9haflt4n8ously, 9Uch P*°Ple as toalle and Rosna. as Bar
th?^ n? ^’^imiaKvian LessIngham, and many more; but in the
course of all
identiti
F10rtnda
*Mntiua alone seen to become aware of Their true
luonui •
nn^,?iir,WOrid.i8' t2®n' *• «l®oonc«ived and, were it not for its nightmarish
Yet
.trana°i®nco* unfortunate episode in the real life of the Gods."
it19 n®t,h<?ftV8n' xt l» «olid wth and rock, with seas and seasons:
die P Si
’“’’‘t*1?' who eat and sleeP “d love and worship and fight and
fMt tJaeS^*1^*. ’ .that Zittia"via 18 871 ld®al «°Wd. Not a happy one - in
” ^Ut tr®€lc 10 1)18 Aristotlellan sense, without the distractions
Iv nobll^^
37<1U ’°rUd ’lde l8SU” Whlch aakc our fln8»t hours conploter0tf08P8Ct”
*re the flawed, shadowy imitation. whosebrief
existence proved so troubling to the Two Almighty. In Zisdanvla, while the vara^d’coiJw^^r13 °f
Uv®r and ^rodite nrc the most real, the most heroic
roallv^ro)* fifUr*a <though ttortal 100• and onl7 rarely conscious of hho they
"
}*89cr P<>r9on8 - evon
anlnals — have a wholeness denied
wnaen 1?
'T>U Eddlsan in his Utter of Introduction, -men and
J”*07 b8autltud8 ln the...sense of...activity accordin.’ to
«- p”d*to-y ««“• °f • »«««•
211*'

ritlcal points In close detail. (Or so Eddlson planned it.) We begin twenty
ibirtllOfJ1”6
follow his career as he unifies the
I5^i8W°ld* M*“ria' and
md end *ith his death. But only in
the last chapter do we know what the Gate is.
... 1 *aV88XJ>1*in<’d 80 ouch because further discussion would be almost imnoss«**d« “dlson makes no concessions. You enter his world as
you would enter sane foreign country, set dawn and left to discover its land“?? Wa7B f0r y°urMlf- Tou must pay close attention to what
you read, and swsetlnes you must read it again.
univ8r38:> aro
unique in literature. At this late
°f he
An°ne thO outjUndln« modern examples are jaa03
** Llf° of Xanu®1 (vhich *>Uow> a history later
pJitt^e wJn°!fXrS^*r care1*31517
tv the Norns); FleUher
P™U 8
PX th? Pn^oyp; and. of course, though it purports to relate to
very- ancient terrestrial events. J. H. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rlr”
r.*
♦<*?kCOaS° P®rsonallty- f«» the semowtat ropetittow Hght’
tSlitf
“tUrly convincing blend of high heroism and honest prac-

SJSSiu.

1 u”r-k- “di5“--'5 *■ “• •«.

c”,u<i- Of

In part this Is duo
to his
style. He
a male-tic ouasl-Fli
abfth.n
helfihU
dlfflcult
to wrote
find elsXro.
"The y^rrwas^n-

golden toall ripenesses, of lato flowers, and fruit, and (albeit yet far
f 1110 1Pnr’ In thi8 llght of early a°rntng the yew hedges that run
Xr°.U:Tae®s wr* covered with spider's webs wet with dewdrops, a shlcnerlng of jewels on mantles of white lace: a beauty ever chamtinr and with
Jroentftiiltt£KaltOerthCrntrenfthl’,3S
ePhCBCra1’
bird-voice sounded.
Of 8t'aUoW3 ln Ult 8i<y or exclamations from the Duchess’s
41m
swi!"

dftdthe .slant
eyes rays
in their
^^vod| in
of the

A fU Y*es i/n«e 1Uk
4 V«e ****
- -—
noon3 Wbon

bird m: 12 ° 1M» tCentl?
"Hc rowd on ln 811*nce. On his left, and be
hind him oxer Sestola, night was rising fast. To larboard the sun had set In an
hSZd1?4 ”acnlf1®enJ®
Wood-red and iron clouds. Astern, above the Queen's' ‘
head as she sat facing the rise of night, her face no longer to bo discerned in
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this growing dusk, Antares began to open a red eye flashing with green sparkles
in a rift of clear sky to the south. The wind was fallen again. The King, with
eyes on that star of bale, rested on his cars: seened to listen to the still
ness.''
Perhaps Eddison is at his very best in such brooding evocations of things
to cone. This thundercloud sense dominates the last chapter of TM3 especially,
and gives it a force deriving from the actual things shown — the only way that
the literally infinite three of tho book could have been approached. But there
are also enough passages of other kinds, tender, voluptuous, Berry, cynical, on
to the swiftest physical action.
let in all frankness, so many long sentences and long words can get in
their own way. It is not that I object to thee: in themselves, only to their
frequency. And while I have selected a couple of fine descriptive passages, it
oust be admitted that many are not so successful. They tend to speak in general
ities and metaphors, whereas the human consciousness normally focuses on a single
specifio thing at a time — not on many torches in the night, but on one, with
only a peripheral awareness of tho rest. Where an exact sense datum is offered,
in any of those books, it is often lost in tho sheer omatenoss of language. Eddlson's world is rich: It can bo explored almost indefinitely, each reading dis
covering scRothing new; but not many details leap right out of the page, as they
do. for instance, in Honor.
Eddison's characters talk the author's language, too. As a result, they all
sound much alike, both non and women. While it is true that real-life hunans do
not apeak as briefly and to the point as most fictional ones, yet few go into
long oratorical periods to make the simplest statements of fact. King Mardanus
to the philosopher Vandemast: "You are bruited to bo, you, to have uttered hero,
thio instant afternoon, prognosticks and probabilities ((sone would call them im
probabilities, but let that pass)) touching certain noble persons, guests at our
wedding feast."
Sut this la of a piece with character Itself. For those Ziniaavian person
ages think and act as they talk. They are not cardboard figures — they do have
individual characteristics — but their singleness of nlnd is simply not human.
(Eddison was dead wrong when he said of Zinlaavla that it was "like the saga-tine:
there is no malaise of the soul." Since he himself translated Evil's saga, I
wonder how tho cocplexltleB, duplicities, and meannesses of that most alive hero
could have escaped him, even among tho grand virtues. Egil Skallagrimsson Is
flesh and blood; Lessingham is marble, made alive and hot no doubt, but still
marble.)
In this connection I miss the mechanics of existence in Zlmlasvla. Every
thing is groat enprise and deep policy — never any question of how to replenish
the royal coffers, or battles lost because the army caught cold marching through
the snow. As it stands, at least, THO has not a single peasant or merchant in
it; the towns have market places, but wo see no marketing being done; the tech
nology is medieval, but there is no hint of difficulty in erecting palaces down
whose stairs six horsemen could ride abreast, not to mention grosser workaday
problems like sewage disposal. Material goods exist whan and where they are
wanted: no athletic feat is too strenuous; the mightiest endeavors can apparently
be sustained forever, without oven a wish to slack off and rest.
Ky objection must not be misunderstood. In Eddison*s own terms, which we
have to accept if we are to read him at all, this is perfectly logical. Zlmiasvia is not Earth, and its people are not human. What we confront is a Platonic
ideal of heroism. It is only that I feel far more at home in the world of Tol
kien, where there are brave particular deeds but no incessant Bravery. As Eddi
son himself intimates, his works can better be called poetry than novels.
And certainly such epic poetry is the sole way of coating to grips with the
riddle which haunts all hia books: of even posing the question. Eddison was not
a sheltered daydreamer, but a successful man of affairs. It may have boon his
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victories more than his human share of defeats which load him to wonde.- what
comes aftervictory. The problem is hinted at even in his historical novel.
garnuorp Mig St-rw, whoso hero's good fortune is to die while young. In The
aprm fi-.rcty, when tho great er,cay has finally been overcome, time itself 1S
turned back so that tho war nay be eternal. In the other two books of the
Zlmlamvian trilogy, the Creator and His female counterpart Aphrodite live out
many mortal incarnations, which contest with each other for no apparent ultimate
reason tut the contest Itself.
.
«{nd
next 9Uft6^0n 13 asked: What hope beyond this endless play»elf-«rB«ted games has QanlpotonceT I shall not give here the answer
which the book gives, almost in tho final sentence. It could not be sot down
anyhow, for the book itself is the whole answer. Read it and see. And seo too
how much wo have lost in the passing of E. R. Eddison.

Poul Anderson
words01005 °HES " Jorry So*11' Rinehart, How York, 1959, 3-2^5 pp., $2.95, 33,000

Jerry Sohl's science fiction stories have always been of the "thrillnr"
type in which the science is only a barely plausible (if that) peg on which to
hang the action. Viewed strictly as stories, however, they are not bad books.
Sohl has the knack for turning out
"thrillers" in which tho action hangs
together well, and is usually decently motivated. His forte is tho I'm-lnvolvod-in-Bomothlng-nystorlous element, which brings about Ireodlato reader involve
ment. and which has been carried to considerable lengths by Patrick Quentin in
ujo nystery neloe
.__ Recently Sohl produced his first mystery novel, prelude to Peril, and I m
bound to say that it was far superior to his stf novels. Perhaps he too has
suspected this, for his newest "science fiction" novel is only thinly so — loss
f?
con^royeraial 212-.Emr - and probably more deserving
of Lippincott s blurb, "A novel of menace", than tho one it actually sports- "A
new novel of science fiction."
p
7);o Odicxij Qnga of the title are several of the seven members of an alumni
group living in the Los Angeles area. Strange things begin happening to than,
driving than to their deaths; the first two by suicide and tho last a man
slaughter victim. As tho story unravels, we find that before dying, each of
caugl!tM southing which inspired a fear or hatred from all those
around him. directed at tho unlucky alumnus. The first two could stand tho
alienation of their families only a week before suiciding; the third, a neurolo
gist, approaches the "disease" more scientifically, armed with
self-awareness,
and is on the verge of prematurely revealing the mystery whan he is forced from
his car when it runs out of gas. and is killed by a passerby. Heedless to say.
the plot shows its omnipotent hand here.
v
At this point the narrator "gets" the "disease", and there follows an unmotiv&tod scone of nightmares when tho narrator, Instead of returning homo inmodlatoly upon discovery of his "ailment" trios to reach a parking lot whore his
car is located. Ho is attacked by dogs. cats, and men, nearly all of whom hate
him rather than (with previous victims) fearing hln. khon. over half a day
later, ho roaches his car, ho finds his keys and money are missing—along with
most of his clothes.
He sleeps in the car and wakes up to discover the "disease" gone, but it
reappears lator that morning after he has returned to his apartment. At this
point tho narrator realizes what has caused the -disease" and decides ono of the
throe remaining alumni must be tho villain. After some eliminations..this party
is ferreted out, and accidentally dosed with tho full strength of his own poi
sonous solution. He suicides. End of book.
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The "science" consists of the gobbledegook necessary to convince us that a
solution applied to the skin can alaost instantaneously act upon the nervous
system and sweat glands so that the victim throws off a "scent" which will act
directly on those surrounding him, stimulating the cortexes of their brains, and
thus "down the sympathetic branch of your autonomic nervous system to the adren
al glands." For sone reason the vlctin is income to this "scent", so that ho
will be unaware at first of the changes in himself. (The problem of two so
treated victims encountering each other is one that the book does not even
broach, unfortunately...) I found Myself unconvinced.
The science is actually thin doublotalk, as with nost of Sohl's stories,
but the probloa. for the duration of the book, is gripping and well enough pre
sented, and the characterisation is competently handled (although the villain is
inadequately motivated). Thinking the book over in retrospect will demolish it
to a large extent, tut if Lt is at your local library, it Is well worth taking
out for an evening's entertainment.
tod e white

FIRE PAST THE FUTURE - Charles Eric Kaine, Ballantine Books, New Yoric, /36OK,
5-160 pp. (69,000 words), 1959, 35#.

major characters, all isolated on an atoll for a goverraent sponsored test of
Kaine's idiot theory of gravity, six have boon killed by the tine the test takes
place, and the other two are at each other's throats. Since these two are the
hero and his beloved, all this makes for considerable tension, most of it well
handled. There are excellent scones of suspense, stalking, inter-personal con
flicts and violence, and one which is genuinely eerie (plus one which should
have been but wasn't). The reader has already been told that the hero committed
the first murder, and that the heroine has committed the last one, but the other
four are entertainingly difficult to account for until Maine is read/ to let you
in on their mechanics.
"Mechanics" io about all there la to it, however, since it turns out that
nobody has been responsible for hla own actions and hence the murders are all
unmotivated so far as the characters are concerned. The "real" murderer is a
deug__ox maebing, whose existence is first deduced by the characters from no evi
dence at all, and then turns out to match the deductions at every point.
In short. Like 99$ of all hybrids between the detective story and science
fiction, fire Past the Future won't satisfy the addicts of either specialty.

James Bliah

((This originally appeared in Amazing, Dec 59, as "The Big Count-Down" and
then was serialised in Now Worlds #8l Kar59 to #63 Kay 59 and then was published
in hard covers by Hodder and Stoughton.))

WE CLAIM THESE STARSI - Poul Anderson, 5-125 pp., abridged, <*5,000 words (bound
with) THE PLANET KILLERS - Robert Si lx orberg, 5-131 pp.. <*7,000 words, Ace D-40?

Like the kid in Peanuts who juxped into a pile of dead loaves holding a wet
lollipop, the reader emerges from thia novel with quite a few fragments sticking
to his memory. Of the author's ten books, it is the only one I have read for
which one can find reason to excuse the publishers.
As usual, Kaine's contempt for science fiction, its readers and its writers
is evident in elementary errors, slipshod dialogue and sheer inattention. All
tut one of the eight Major characters (the narrative viewpoint character) are
said to be sclcntiato, hit Maine apparently has never net one. Those in the
story are constantly exchanging such remarks as "In science there is always an
explanation for the inexplicable." Everyone in the book is supposed to be Amer
ican, twt by page 8 they are already referring to stew as "K and V". (The hero
says he would prefer Lt iced.)
The science not only Includes but depends upon ouch characteristic, longfoal liar bloopers as:
(1) "'...Space curvature shows the presence of a gravitional field. The
stronger the field, the greater the curvature." (This statenent. Insofar as it
is accurate at all, is completely redundant.) "But if you bend space the other
way you create conditions of negative gravity." (Which way is the other wayT)
(2) "'...Here on earth a falling body accelerates at thirty-two feet per
second every second, and keeps on accelerating. If it could keep falling long
erwugh ti would eventually attain the speed of light." (A body falling from in
finity, which ought to good enough to fit anybody's definition of "long
enough", would strike the earth at a velocity of seven miles per second.)
As the first exaaplo shows, Maine Is here joining the long list of authors
to take a tussle with relativity, without (as example two shows) even a vague
grasp of freshman high school physics. As was wholly predictable, he is finally
thrown flat on his back by the Lorons-FLtsgorald contraction, which despite its
apparent simplicity seo&s to be the number one deadfall of sloppy science fic
tion writers. I hope that sone day such a writer will explain to me why he
finds it so easy to accept that a body can have infinite mass, and why invaria
bly ho ignores the "taro length" clause that goes with this Impossible condition.
Bit I started out to say that this novel has merits, and it does. Essenti
ally It is a murder story to the model of And 7h*n There Was One.
Of the eight

The Anderson half is a literate, highly readable, light entertaiits wit. It
originally appeared as a 38,000 word novelet in the June, '959 Amazing. The
present version has been rewritten and expanded by Anderson and abridged by Ace.
A vague sort of sequel appeared In the December, 1959 Fantastic.
Anderson's novelet is a space opera, but a space opera with a difference.
The difference is in the quality of the writing and the characterisation. Cap
tain Dominic Flandry, Terran Naval Intelligence is a real person with all the
virtues and vices of a human being. His opponents are neither black nor gray
but a mottled spoctrun. And as for situation Anderson has divided the known
galaxy between the oxygen breathing Ke redans and the Terrans with the Dispersal
of Ynlr inhabiting the gas giants such as Jupiter. The Eerseiana are slowly
nibbling at the Terran Empire and into this situation cooes a telepath with
Halted range; and an attack on a Terran outpost* strange wolf-like, intelligent
pawns in the game and Captain Flandry.
The background minutale are lovingly built up to aid in depicting the
people of various species who take part in the game. This gives us such as the
tel-path enjoying Richard Strauss, and Flandry enjoying the wine, women and
song.
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The Silverberg half is expanded from "This World Must Diol". Science Fiction
Adventure^, Aug 57 (US) and Nov 58 (GB). where it was 14,600 words long. The’
Story has suffered from being padded too such. It is now routine space opera.
The Terran Security Service's giant computer had decided that the planet Lurion
must be destroyed and thus Roy Gardner is sent. He observes the ritual tortures
which constitute the main aaiocmont of Lurion and has to noko a report on whether
or not tho planet should bo destroyed. Figure out the rest of the story for your
self, It's no great strain. The most redeeming feature Is tho social consciousness
exhibited by Gardner. His own doubts as to the wisdom of destroying Lurion provide
most of tho interest.

PAGAN PASSIONS - Randall D. Garrett <£ Larry M. Harris, 5-158 pp., Galaxy Publishing
Corp.. New fork 14, New York, 1959, 35^, Beacon Books #263, 52,000 words.
This montage of corn is supposedly tho story of tho return of the Greek
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pantheon from three thousand years of oblivion. William Forrester, mortal, is
selected to take the place of Bacchus/Dlonysius. He decides that *11 is not «s
it scans. Tho tine for thinking coaes between drinking bouts which means the
story drags along. It sight have been groat fan if it were shorter.
THE QUEST OF EXCALIBUR - Leonard Wlbberley, O.P. Putnaa'a Sons, Nev York, 1959,
0-190 pp., 38,000 words, $3.50
If you are expecting another "Wet Magic", Sword In the Stone, etc. then
forget it. Wlbberley*5 novelet of a parallel universe in which the Duchy of Grand
Fenwick is the first nation to reach Mars and dead people comune with "an immense
power, the source of all life, which lived in infinity." (p. 53), to regain their
mortality, is not a particularly good one.
Wlbberley brings in King Arthur, but the King is merely an onlooker to his
own quest, which is actually quite Incidental. Princess Panels, a Windsor of a
couple of decades hence (and across) seeas to be the heroin* and motivates sone
of the Kiddle scones of the book. Chuck Manners, an exchange student from Santa
Barbara, California provides a bit of motivation and Ues the Arthur sub-plot in
with the Panel* sub-plot. Cibber Brown, ditch-digger, manages to highlight the
England of the times which has cobs very close to the welfare state dreamed of by
aany Socialists. Sir Timothy Bors, who refuses to attend his own funeral, reveals
the plight of the nobility in their conflicts with th© state. The most interest
ing character. Merlin, who is cast as a nodem-day Royal Automobile Club patrol
man doesn't have much to do.
Ihor© is very little development of any sort in character, plot, background,
etc. Perhaps this nay go on record as the longest vignette in stf.

THE MENACE FROM EARTH - Robert A. Heinlein, Gnome Press, Inc., P.O. Box 161, Hicks
ville, New York, 1959, 7-255 PP«. 13.50
This is the first of two collections of Heinlein's stories from Gnome and
will bring to book form under Heinlein's name all of th© stories outside of the
Future History series except, "Solution Unsatisfactory", "My Object All Sublime".
"Pied Piper" and "Beyond Doubt".
The first story is "The Year of the Jackpot", Galaxy. Mar 52, Shadow of
‘ jh£-i:.nl_gf..thL.HgfM• which has been slightly revised from the orig
inal appearance. Heinlein proposes that the human race has leeming-like charac
teristics and is headed for extinction. This is the story of the end.
"Ry His Bootstraps", Astounding. Oct 41. Adventure? In Tin© and Space,
giaakALthglO£X o< $Clon£n_.PXctjffl strikes at the theory of causation with four
variations of the hero roanlng through time and causing one another to cross
time so as to enable the entlcer to become existent.
"Columns
• Dope". SSgSUffi.
4?, Bayern
SPB<?? 1« * «hort
vignette of the nan who liked it on the noon, and didn't want to push off fur
ther into space.
"The Menace From Earth". F4g£ Aug 57. New Worlds. Oct 57 is the light
weight tnt enjoyable otory of a boy and a girl on the noon who have their Uvea
disrupted by a gorgeous woman from the earth.
"Sty Lift", teflflaatlgn. Nov 53 is a vignette of man's devotion to duty and
the reaction of his superiors. It Isn't what one expect* of Heinlein either.
There la little development for the wordage.
1 ♦
Mar?2,
with .
plot derived from the first chapter of "Genesis" la the extremely good puttie
story of what engineered two columns of water off Hawaii.
"Project Nightmare", /gating. Apr-May 53 1* the story of atomic warfare
rtcilc’blBet thr°Un 1010 the pictur® Mho an> c«P»We of detecting and preventing
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Fof *ahlne"* AXX2AZ. ’947. T.hfc,Argosy Book _ of Adventur Stories.
is a rather effective story of the man who hated water and came to California’s
Imperial Valley to escape the same. The only trouble was that an earthquake
disrupted the equilibrium of the dunes below Mexicali and the valley was flooded
by the waters from the Gulf of California.

THE UNPLEASANT PROFESSION OF JONATHAN HOAG - Robert A. Heinlein. Gnome Press, P.
0. Dox 161, Hicksville, New York. 1959. 7-256 pp.. $3.50.

The higher price than usual for Gnome Press books is justified by the bet
ter quality binding and paper plus the extra pages.
The contents are the title story from Unknown Worlds. Oct 42 which has a
very unrovealablo ending, but not a trick one. Slightly rewritten it might have
made th© grade in AS1 but the effect would have been lost. Hoag's profession is
quite prosaic, his particular job la something else which most of us would prob
ably refuse serious consideration to. This is at the top of Heinlein’s fora.
"The Man Who Traveled In Elephants" ("The Elephant Circuit") Saturn. Oct 57
is a slice of life without plot which carries ita impact in the buildup of tho
mood. Its nearest relative which comes to mind is a certain otory Ry E. M. For
ster.
"—All You Zombies—", EfcSf, Ear 59 falls the Jack Snurd test, e.g., ’Would
this story havo been accepted if subaitted by Jack Snurdt' It's another time
travel story along the lines of Heinlein's "By His Bootstraps" except more
complicated and with less story. 0y tho time the chronology is straight In
one's head, one has a tendency to yawn and say, "So whatl".
"They", gn&1g»l. Apr *1. Sajegce^lctlfin Jerror Tafcg, Terror In tho Modern
Ifilfl, is a very neat tai© of paranoia which deserves the reprinting it has seen.
"(X>r Fair City", Hslri Tftl??' Jan 49, Beypnd Rusian. Ken. is the humorous
story of the sentient whirlwind which dabbled in politics. A very good example
of Heinlein in a lighter vein.
"---- And He Built a Crooked House-----", ASF. Feb 41, TRc Pocket Pock of
S&lSDSS-jEAfiilfiZb KU'
51 1* a wry takeoff on Los Angelos. Its architecture
and its people. The four dimensional house that Teal built with foundations In
L.A., a window inverted in the ocean, one looking down from tho top of the as
pire State ftiilding and one in some alien dimension and one opening Into the
outre landscape of tho Joshua Tree National Monument is another example of
humorous Heinlein and a very good one.
This is a good buy for those of you who don't have the stories In their pre
vious appearances or for those who collect Heinlein, or for those who merely wish
to read good stf or fantasy. Why don’t you try to get your local librarian to
order these books after you've purchased your own copy 7
A TREASURY OF GREAT SCIENCE FICTION - cd. by Anthony Boucher, Doubleday 4 Co.,
Garden City, New Yoric, 1959, 2 volumes. 9-527pp., 7-522pp., $5.95. 600,000 words

This tremendous bargain in wordage contains twenty-four stories, most of
which have been in book form before.
John Hyndhwa'o Re-birth (Ballantine, 1955. Michael Joseph, 1955 as The
ChryqRllds) is one of Wyndham's best novels and deals with a post-atomic
holocaust world.
Richard Deming's "The Shope of Things That Came", F4SF. Oct 51 is a light
weight tale of tine travel in the early F4SF manner.
R_y Bradtxiry’s "Pillar of Fir©", Planet. Sum 48, Th© Other Side of th© Mpon
is another one of Bradbury's sermons against book-burning and destruction of
things past. This is an early enough Bradbury to be concerned with plot and
storytelling rather than pur© stylisn.
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Robert Heinlein's "Waldo", Ajtoundjinr.. Aug 42, Waldo and Magic, Ine,. Is the
familiar story of the man who was suffering from muscular weakness and takes his
asocial tendencies to an orbital satellite where he exercises his
Inventive tal
ents.
Philip K. Dick’s "The Father-Thing", FASF. Dec 54 is a little horror of the
things which grew In the shape of people, ate the person when they matched and
then took their place,
C.L. Moore's "The Children’s Hour". ASF. Mar 44 Is here credited also to
Henry Kuttner. since it’s a rather acadmalc point, why vorryl It Is a strangely
moving story of a man searching back into his past to uncover the enigma of his
sweetheart.
C.M. Kombluth’s "Gomes", The Explorers. The Kjndvorw. New Worlds 132. Feb
55 Is a biting satire of present day military tactics In dealing with an untu
tored genius in mathematical physics.
George P. Elliot’s "Sandra", T, 1953. £*SE Oct 57 is the quietly convincing
story of slavery in these United States sometime In the future, or rather in
some parallel universe, since the error Ln the magazine version is preserved on
pa«® 37«.
Joel Townsley Rogers' "Beyond Space and Time", All-Anerican Fiction. Feb
38, Super science Stories, Sep 50 is a story which might better have been loft
unpublished. The overwritten, goshwow, look-what-we'vo-got-here style coupled
with the hackneyed idea (fairly frosh at Its original appearance) hardly qualify
it for reprinting.
Poul Anderson's "The Martian Crown Jewels". Ellery Qic-en’g Mystery Mtfaaine
Feb 58. E4SE Apr 59. ng-ScXyige-flcUonal,.gh©rlock Helge; is the excellent
pastiche of Holmes laid on a future Mars with the investigator, Syaloch, who
lives on The Street of Those Who Prepare Nourishment in Ovens.
A.E. van Vogt’s The Weapon Shops of Jshor. which is forged frem "The See
saw", A££ Jul 41, Deyond-Tjae and SPacc. "The Weapon Shop", ASF Dec 42, fclv^ntures In Tjjne and Space, and "The Weapon Shops of Isher", Thrilling Winder.
Feb 49 colorfully closes out volume one. Together with the sequel. The Weapon
Makers.
have the story of Robert Hedrock. earth’s only immortal, and the
Depress Innelda who battle for supremacy with the weapon shops on one hand and
the forces of expire on the other.
Volume Ure opens with Poul Anderson's Brain Way©. Space Science Fiction.
Sep 53 (an uncompleted serial entitled "The Escape")” in which he tells of the
effects of earth passing out of a neural inhibiting field with resultant in
creases in mental ability of every animal (including nan).
Malcolm Jameson's "Bullard Reflects" ASF. Doc 41, Bullard of the Snace pa
trol. is a nice gimick story of space pirates.
Oscar Lowin' Ifro.Loat Years 1s a parallel universe story of Abraham Lincoln's
coming to California after ho recovered from the shooting in the Ford Theatre. A
nice piece of historical fiction told in the form of contemporary accounts.
Judith Merril's "Doad Center"
Nov 5**. Th® &>st African Short Stories
1955 la another one of Merril's sickly sweet stories of the Woaen-Who-Brave-CurInterstellar-Frontlers. In these everyone behaves like an motional idiot to
carry the plot onwards.
George 0. Smith's "lost Art", A££. Dsc 43 is one of the few stories in the
Venus Equilateral series which wasn't Included in the book of the same name. The
story isn't part of the main sequence of events involving Don Channing, sftith's
entry is probably the purest example of a sf problem story in the grand old manner
to be found in this anthology.
Arthur C. Clarke's "The Other Side of the Sky", London's Evening Standard.
Infinity. Sep-Oct 57. Th® Other.glfle pf the Sky, is a series of fictionalised
essays on space satellites.
Robert A, Heinlein's "The Han Who Sold the Koon" from The Kan Who Sold the
Hoon, sets the stag© for "Requiem" and shows how Delos D. Harriman gains control
of the noon and sots earth on the road to the stars.
Nelson 3. Bond's "Magic City", ASF. Feb 41 is the story of isolated matri-
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archs in a future United States who have reverted to a superstitious kn wledgo
of the past, and how one clan mother sots out to Now York City to discover Death.
E.B. kite's "The Horning of the Day They Did It", The Now Yorker, >950,
Tho Second Tree Fron the Corner 1O a slight bij. of pseudoscientific nonsense.
Henry Kuttner'3 and C.L. Moore's "Piggy Bank" ASF. Sec 42 is a robot story
somewhat in the vein of Galloway Galleghor and Joe but much more serious. The
problem is how to take control of a nearly invincible robot whoso only built-in
obedience belongs to a dead nan.
Mildred Cl ingeman's "Letters From Laura". F4§£ Oct
is another story
which profitably have been omitted. This is a bit of nonsense dealing
with a Grab Bag Tour back through time to the labyrinth at Knossus and to a
meeting with the Minotaur.
Alfred Sester's Ikfi-wtATJ Ky
Allan. And Bell'a Ky Destination (announ
ced under that title but didn't appear). Tjjter, Tiger and finally "The Stars, My
Destination", Galaxy Oct 56-Jan 57. This is ar. awfully close plagiarism of Jhft
Count of Monte Cristo (which is admitted by Boucher in his introduction) and is
also second-rate Boater.
The title is misleading since not all the stories are great nor, if you
want to be ultra-strict, are all the stories science fiction. The title is ap
parently chosen to natch Doubleday's mystery Anthology. All in all, there arc
quite a few hours of good reading here even If you have read most of it before.
THE HIRD OF TIME - Wallace West, Gnome Press, P.O. Bx 161. Hicksville, Now York.
1959. 11-256 pp. 95.000 words, $1.20 to $3.50.

This bargain novel has been rewritten from "En Route to Pluto", ASF Aug 36
The Bost of Science Fiction. “The Lure of Polaris" Thrilling Wonder Storla.
Oct 49, "The Bird of Timo" TWS Aug 52 and"Captivo Audience" TWS Jun 53. The
result is a dramatic and slightly hilarious novel in which characters do develop
slightly and all in all the story is fairly realistic. The jacket blurb is
rather over-enthusiastic but sticks to the facts in contrast to the blurbs com
ing from other quarters. If you have read the original stories buy the book
anyway. They have been rewritten completely to fora a homogenous whole, and
the time spent in roading It is well repaid,
THE SHUTTERED ROOM AND OTHER PIECES - H.P. Lovecraft and divers hands. Art:ham
House. Sauk City, Wisconsin, $5.00

Twenty years ago the first collection of H. P. Lovecraft's stories. The;
Outsiders and Others was published by August Derleth and Donald Wandroi. thereby
laying the foundation for a publishing house that has become renowned for the
weird and fantastic In literature. It is only fitting after many books publish
ed in this genre, that Arkham House should return to the writings of the man who
inspired their Initial publishing venture. First, this io not king-sited as were
the first two Lovecraft books. Not at $5.00. Those days arc over. However,
the book has a good thickness and heft.
Th® title story. "Th® Shuttered Room", takes one back to good old Dunvich
with a batrachian horror linked to the town of Innssouth. The following shorter
piece, "The Flcheraan of Falcon Point", takes us to Innsmouth and Devil Reef and
what the fisherman caught in his net on one moonlit night. Next in line is a
chapter entitled, "Juvenilia and Early Tales? seems os though Lovecraft had a
craving to write at the early age of six and made up a sea-thriller complete
with nap, titled, "The Little Glass Dottie". This was written in 1896. Later,
others followed under such titles as: "The Secret Cave". "Mystery of the Grave
yard!1, "The Mysterious Ship", "Poetry and the Gods", "The Street" and "The Al
chemist".
In 1919 a story by tho name of "Old Bigs" came into being at the advent of
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Prohibition and written solely for one of Lovecraft’s correspondents, an Alfred
Galpln. Alfred, who up to this tine, had never made the acquaintance of Demon
decided that It Bight bo an experience to bend his elbows a bit before the
closing date. Purchasing one bottle of whiskey and one of port wino, he takes
himself off to the Wisconsin woods and doos a bit of hoisting. Ho manages to
return to town with no one the wiser as to his condition and lator relates his
adventures in a letter to Lovecraft. Lovecraft, of course, was strictly antigrape and in an amusing and melodramatic story, he wrote "Old Higa" with Alfred
playing the lead role. It is a sordid story also, and one that the WCTU could
have used for propaganda. We can imagine that, Master Alfred, on having read it
never again went to tho Wisconsin woods to imbibe "bagjuice".
"Lovecraft in Providence" io Donald Wandrei's account of a weeks visit with
the master, seeing his books, the countryside, a trip to Boston to view tho
locale oPPlckman's Model", the development of Cthulthu and its correct pro
nunciation, the proposed bock, P>o.Shunned Hpuge, hoodwinking Farnsworth Wright
and how "The Shadow Out of Tino* and "At the Mountains of Madness" wore sold to
Astounding Stories.
"Idealise and Materialism A Reflection" is an essay In which Lovecraft
expounds at sees length upon the theological delusions of nankind. The ideas
contained in this piece may bring to mind discourses by such authors as Olaf
Staplodon and Winwood Reade in his Martyrdom of Man. It will be pointed out
that Lovecraft had no established religious beliefs but filled tho gap with his
own creations. Tho answer to this might bo found in his analogy about the boy
who preferred The Arabian NUthts to Bible tales.
Other full-blooded articles in tho book are by August Dorloth; Robert Blochi
Dorothy C. Walter and Alfred Galpln; Lin Carter’s long feature, "H.P. Lovecraft:
The Books?, "H.P. Lovecraft: The Gods"; "Some Observations on the Carter Glos
sary" by T.O. Cockroft and "Notes on the Cthulthu Mythos" by George T. Wetzel,
are all invaluable background studies.
William Crawford explains how tho first Lovecraft book, The Shadow Over
Innanguth. first came into being. Reproduced with this article are the four
Frank Utpatel Illustrations originally used in tho text. Among tho other fea
tures are photographs of H.P.L. and two used in his stories, "The Shunned House"
and "St. John’s Churchyard for the Unnanablo".
"Dogon", "The Strange High House In tho Mist", and "Tho Outsider", all re
printed free the first book, The Outsider and Others complete the volume.
Send five 'frogskins’ fast-like to Derleth for this book before they are
all gone.
Roy Hunt

DR. FUTURITY - Philip K. Dick. 5-138pp. 53,000 words (bound with) SLAVERS OF
SPACE - John Brunner, 5-118 pp., 45,000 words, abridged, Ace Bcoks. 23 West 4?th
Street, New York 36, New York, 0-421. 35#, i960.
Dick’s story is revised and expanded from "Time Pawn", TK? Sum 54 and is a
very competent tale of a doctor snatched from 1958 forward into time to restore
a nan dead for thirty-five years. The situation is complicated by time travel
ers going back and forth from tho farthest future to tho 16th century when North
America was being conquered. Into a really strange world of the future Dr. Jim
Parson is catapulted without orientation. He try3 to save a woman's life only
to have her request death aa soon as sho regains consciousness. The average ago
of the population has been reduced to fifteen. Death is the pervading Influence
underlying most actions. R:t, there is an underground which saves Parson from
exile on Haro and from then on tho situation develops with all the complexity of
van Vogt, with most of tho attention to character that we have learned to expect
from Dick’s later works.
comparison Brunner is writing out-and-out space opera.

Derry Horn, hu-

man, has a moment of compassion when a blue-skinned android is murdered. This
loads him to find tho murderer. The quest extends across the galaxy to the then
frontier worlds. The situations are out of Drawer 505. the characters out of of
Drawer 391, the plot from Drawer 234. Tho writing is better than usual and
makes the entire brow readable. And this novel would probably be banned by
Governor Faubis if he ever read it because of tho digs which it takes at segrega
tion between the humans and the androids.

THE STARS ARE TOO HIGH - Agnew H. Bahns on, Jr. Bantas Books, 25 West 45th Street,
New York 36, Now York, 1960, #A20W, 1-183pp. 86,000 words, 35#

This is a reprint of Random House's hardcover of last year which received
mention in tho American Radio Relay League's 00, QST« Thore is a bit of radio
lore used and misused in tho book. As a matter of fact, the entire book is a
series of misses and misuses. Everything is mishandled, characterisation, plot,
logic, use of facts (a velocity of 50.000 feet/mlnuto which the author finds so
frightening is only 570 mlles/hour. p. 5), etc.
Love interest is Introduced seemingly to keep the plot moving but it is
handled in such a sophomoric fashion as to make one lough. The stock character
isations are here, the antl-Nail German scientist, tho flying saucer direct from
a Hollywood with dim green Illumination throughout, the young, idealistic
man who hopes to save tho earth, the older man motivated by a desire to do some
thing for the country that made his rise to fortune in tho best Horatio Alger
tradition possible.
Bahnson is trying to preach a sonsen hero on a theme compounded from the
conviction that nan hlnsolf is not enough, nan is not noant for the stars, man
can only bo saved fay some exterior force such as in Max Ehrlich’s The Big Eve.
Tho sermon and tho lack of AHI slow down tho story to such an extent that one
has to force one's self to road the story.
One for tho remainder shelf where it will undoubtedly repose in dist for
a couple of years until Hollywood buys it for tho next Grade-Z movie.
MURDER IN BLACK LETTER - Pail Anderson, Tho Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth Avenue,
Now York 11. Now York, i960, 182 pp.. 62.000 words, $3.50

Trygve Yamamura is back for tho third time, first in Perish By the Swprd.
(see
/2), "Stab In the Back", The Sajnt Mystery Magazine. Kar 60. This time
he is more of a bystander than protagonist but the book loses none of its effect
iveness dbio to this.
There arc derivations fron earlier works starting with tho dedication to the
master detective of them all and proceeding to Anthony Boucher's The Seven of
Calvary and Dr. Ashwin (and there is a Dr. Ashwin in tho present volumeTplus
a medieval sect to bo reckoned with.
As has been said before and will bo doubtless said many times after this,
Anderson is rapidly becoming one of the masters of sf with his deft characteri
zation and plotting blending to fora a greater whole. He has now carried this
talent over to the mystery field with great effectiveness. The elements of melo
drama are hero tut so superbly are they handled that tho story seems real, the
characters four-dlmonsional.
THE HAUNTED STARS - Edaond Hamilton, Dodd, Hoad 4 Co., Now York, I960, 7-192 pp.
64,000 words, $2.95.
Edmond Hamilton Is an old pro at writing and it is this talent which is so
effectively displayed in The Haunted Stars. There arc occasional traces of
overwriting but they don't slow down your reading of this fast-paced novel.
While there are a few slips in tho background details the main body of the
story is carried along quite neatly. As for the story itself it is another
variation of Hamilton's mar. conquering the universe which ho made famous years
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ago. ait Hamilton's story tolling has matured now to the point where he can
handle the characterisation along with the sense of vender in voyaging to Al
tair. And the story is not actually st but rather psucdosclonco since the
methods used to unravel the secret of the Vanryn wore very slipshod. The
"scientists" make assumptions and then look for verification for their dreams.
Now intuition has its place but even Haniltan adsits that they wore lucky, in
deed. And so they happily went off to the stars. The various subplots are hand
led well and the ending is several notches above typical space opera.

THE MAN WITH NINE LIVES - Harlan Ellison, 5-133 pp. **7,000 words, abridged
(bound with) A TOUCH OF INFINITY - Harlan Ellison, 5-123 pp., Ace Books, 23
West 47th Street, New York 36. "'ow York. /D-^13. I960. 35/

The Han With Nino Lives is Ace's title for what Ellison prefers to call The
J<n>nd of a Scythe under which title a portion of it appeared in teasing Steric?
sometime in 59 W collection is missing the issue, so can't give the date).
A further portion appeared in the Feb 57 Science Fiction Adventures os "Assasslnl".
The book is written with a sweeping style and lofty aims which have somehow
fallen short. In his attempts to characterize the hero Ellison seems to have
tried too hard. He depicts a moral coward who tries to build up enough
strength to "revenge" himself on the mon who took his sweetheart away.
To accomplish this our hero inadvertently apprentices himself to a gigantic com
puter. The computer sends him to out to various worlds and into the minds of
some of the creatures on these worlds. His release comes from being able to
sot the forces into motion which will render those worlds fit for human habita
tion. And these scones are the most interesting in the book, even though they
add little towards the development. Ellison's imagination is able to create
very vivid and outre situations for the hero to cope with but when the climax
comes it reveals understanding of how to write the novel but not the skill to
perfect the job.

The other half is a collection of shorts from various sources. "Run For
the Stars" SLA. Jun 57 is a fairly competent story of a man who is forcibly re
educated, how well you will learn as the story progresses. "Sack to the Drawing
Boards", Ei, Aug 58, has a poor buildup to a nico gimmick ending and then tacks
on an anti-climactic twist. "Life Hutch". I£, Apr 56, is an out-and-out problem
story with all clues fairly well presented and a proper solution. "The Sky Is
aiming",
Aug 58 Is a sort of fantasy which falls flat on its face with efforts
to bo scientific and poetical at the same time. (Not that it can't bo done, but
that it isn't done here.) "Final Trophy" Super-Sclencq Fiction Jun 57 Is one of
the two best stories of the lunch. It concerns a mar. wlio ignorantly violates a
taboo with the best of intentions. The other fairly decent story Is "Blind
Lightning". El Jun 56. This shows a stranded xcnologist playing tho part of UJysses in the cave of Cyclops with a telepathic being on Hlestono.
This volume is rococaondcd for Ellison fans and those who want to read some
thing different. Ellison has a rather unique exuberance which only partially
shows through the pages of this book. It is rather more fully revealed in tho
introduction which is consequently the best part of the book.
THE GOLDBi SLAVE - Poul Anderson. Avon Bock Division, The Hearst Corporation,
9^zcElChth Av8nu®' :!w York ,9' NoV York‘ f 7-388, 7-192 pp., 74,000 words.
i960, 35/.

Anderson uses some of tho research presented in "Who Ifere tho AesirT",
in Volume 2, #3 of A&Ei' Bo* 52, Eatontown, Now Jersey (20//copy) in providing
background for this Cimmerian Odyssey. Readers of F. Van Wyck Mason*3 histor
ical novels noy recognize the plot and the players thereof tut bo baffled by
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tho players thereof. Instead of having his hero gallivxnting around untouched
by the civilization which confronts him, Anderson's Eodan (a sort of pun as It
turns out) has soul-searching noments worthy of the sagas. After Eodan becomes
involved in a love triangle Anderson chooses tho middle way out and resolves tho
aess in a satisfactory manner. The pattern is familiar to Conan addicts but
Eodan is more grown-up and has loss traffic with sorcery to make any sort of
substitute. This work docs not compare with Bengtsson's Tho Long ShIds but con
sidering tho shorter length Anderson has done well.

KEW MAPS OF HELL - Kingsley Amis. Harcourt, Brace A Co., New York, 9—161 pp,
I960, $3.95
Amis has here the best survey (and in sone ways the most unsatisfactory) of
the field by a comparative outsider since Basil Davenport's. This is rendered
less surprising by his confession that he has been reading sf since ho was
twelve, back Ln the middle thirties, teis has kept more-or-loss up-to-date
with the good and tho bad. Thus he is able to discuss the third "Monster-Issue"
of Super-Science Fiction along with Eric Frank Russell, Poul Anderson and other
lights of sf. The main source of irritation in the book is the over-emphasis on
crud and subsequent omission of the better sf. Crud is crud, everyone knows it
in there and why waste entire pages discussing it.
Another falling is hin leaning toward tho Gqlax',’ type of story in which some
portions may be good but tho entire story is less than the sun of Its parts. How
ever ho does point out some flaws in what he discusses.
The entire book is written with skill and wit, somewhat akin to Damon Knight
but with a less caustic typewriter.
Most readers of LL should probably onjoy the book despite the high price tag.
EIGHT KEYS TO EDE?.’ - Mark Clifton, Doubleday 4 Co.. Garden City, Now York, 13-18?
pp.. + I pp., 64,000 words, I960, $2.95
As Clifton's letter in the last issue mentioned ho la trying to re-introduce
thinking into sf. In order to do this tho present work was written. It io cast
in tho form of the novol but in actuality is along the lines of an essay, one
enquiring into the nature of things. Clifton sets up bogeymen for tho "hero" to
rationalize. When he has finished with one ho must go on to tho next. And in
time the "hero" realizes that thoro is a fundamental ratiocination underlying all
the phenomena, the "eighth" key to tho planet Eden. With tho opening chapters
Jumping around from character to character In order to present the problem and
tho shallow characterization of anyone in tho story wo realize that that the
actual protagonist is not Calvin Gray, Junior Extrapolator, but rather man's
ideas of tho physical universe. Tho reader can go along for tho ride, but- there'.s
more fun in speculating about the nature of the enigma Clifton sets up.
A groat writer of literature might have tackled this in a different manner.
Thoro would be tho characters to portray, the action to slowly reveal itself,
and then tho nature of the problem to bo solved would gradually coalesce. We
would be rewarded by mny things, real people, tho environment in which they
live, etc. The basic problem would bo surrounded by many entanglements. ClifUn has stripped all thle away and presented an idea with the barest nod towards
story tolling. So if you're looking for groat Literature go else whore, this is
an actual specimen of the novel of ideas. But in doing this the reader is left
outside, an intellectual observer rather than being inside the protagonist feel
ing the full range of his emotional and logical makeup. Clifton is telling us
these things, not letting u3 feel them. While I'm not decrying EKTE I would
like to see the sane situation dealt with by anetther writer from the so-called
literary world. But for some reason they don't deal with such subjects and we
have to find this sort of thing in sf. (And if anyone knows of an exception I'd
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be glad to road it.)
THE PURCHASE OF THE NORTH POLE - Jules Verne, Aco Books, Inc., 23 West 4"th Street,
New York 36. Now York, 5-159 pp., 44.000 words, i D-4J4, 35/. i960

th.* w\’n^ia
°f w?U01 * QM-lto-faCttLtg tftgJjgCT ft fcWd, |hg HWH in
that it involves the BoltInore Gun Club and some the characters from tho previous
two stories. Its last appearance in the U.S. was as a serial In Anagin^ Stories.
Sep-Oct 20. The neglect is rather easily explained after roading the story.
Characterisation is used to satirise certain assuswd characteristics of various
nation oil ties, not to reveal individual personalities. Tho plotting Is perfunc
torily done compared to sone Verne’s other novels and the plot stops while ue are
lectured on various geographic facts in Verne’s usual manner. Yet in spite of
all this the story retains one’s interest and is worth reading if you ore at all
interested in early 3f.
AGENT OF VEGA - James H. Schmitz, The Gnome Press, Inc., P.O. Box 161, Hicksville,
How York, 5-191 pp.. ?4,000 words, i960, Ji.20 to $3.00
tout 9i VVfifl isn’t a novel as such tut rather a collection of four stories,
"Agent of Vega" A££ Jul 49, "The Illusionists", formerly "Space Fear", ASF Kar 51,
"The Truth about Cushgar",
Sov 50 and "Tho Second Hight of Sumner", Galaxy
Doc 50. They haven’t been greatly tampered with and each story still stands
on its own two feet. Schmitz isn’t greatly concerned with characterisation al
though he makes some gestures in that direction. noUbly in "The Second Night of
Suaaor". Instead he is more concerned with showing us the administration of
Justice in the Vegan Confederacy. Schmits anticipated Bester’s The Polished
uAD in using telepathy for crime detection although they're hardly the sane
type of story. Bester was being flashily brilliant, Schmitz la more traditional.
Bit In "The Second Night of 3urr.©r" Schnltx is a more human mood. But all the
stories are still worth rereading.
TKE FANTASTIC UNIVERSE OKNia'S - cd. by Hans Stefan Santosson, Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, l-2?0 + vlll-xv pp., i960, $3.95

Since no one else would reprint nost of these stories Santosson has taken
it upon himself to Join A2£.
ESSE- Startllrwr-ThrtHinK Wonder and I£
in compiling an anthology of stories from his nagaxino. The contents range
from almost great to nediocre and demonstrate Just what made FU a second-rate
Bine, that Is Santosson’s willingness to print stories and "articles" which had
little oppeal to the majority of his readers oven though they may moan something
to a small minority. Probably the most extreme example present Is tho Bloch
story which has little meaning except to possibly 500 people.
First off is Asimov’s "First Law". Oct 56 which illustrates another failing,
that of printing anecdotes instead of stories. Now an occasional anecdote is
fine bit a whole magazine filled with little else month after month becomes
wearisome.
William Tenn's "Sho Only Goos Out at Night", Oct 56 is a fairly decent
story and a rather unusual vampire tale.
Arthur C. Clarke's "The Pacifist", Oct 56, tales From the White Hart is
another short-short anecdote which most of you have probably already read.
Avram Davidson's "The Bounty Hunters", Mar 56 Is another short-short which
is bettor than most in this collection.
Dorothy Salisbury Davis's "Tho Ku tod Hom" Kay 57. Is a decant fantasy story
which deserves reprinting.
Robert Bloch's "A Way of Life* is no doubt puzzling to most of the readers
with its punchlines and inner-circle Jokos only to bo appreciated by fanzine
readers ^and I don't rofor to ijF). Fans have applauded Hans for printing this
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tut Bloch's story would bo better off in a fanzine where it would be if; recia ted
and wouldn't lose readers.
Harlan Ellison's "In Lonely Lands", Jan 59 is another example of Ellison's
experimenting with now ways of presenting his talents. It is modeled after some
of tho pseudo-literary tales but comes off better than thoso usually do because
of Ellison's sincerity.
A. Bertram Chandler's "Fall of Knight" Jun 58, is ono of the longest puns
on record.
Kyrle Benedict's "Sit By the Fire", Hay 56 in in the tradition of Zcnna Hen
derson's stories of The People and is worth reading in its own right.
L. Sprague de Camp's "A Thing of Custom" Jan 57 is extrmoly competent tut
lacking in interest. And it seems that the reason that it is so boring is that
do Camp has done the same story before and the present example in merely another
variation of the basic theme behind "Proposal", oto. without the sparkle which
made thoso stories standout.
Judith Merril's "Bello From Space", Nov 56 shows the humanization of an
alien and is a fine story right up to tho end whore the entire mood is spoiled
by the mechanistic ending.
Larry K. Harris’ "Kex", Jan 57 is another anecdote which might well have boon
omitted.
David C. Knight’s "Tho Amazing Mrs. Mimas", Aug 58 for a change is a story
although not too good. The situation is better developed than tho characters
and both are rather awkwardly handled.
Henry Slesar's "ty Father, tho Cut", Doc 57 is out and out fantasy and ono
of tho best stories that Slosar has written which Isn’t saying much.
Millan C. Gault’s "Title Fight". Dec 56 is a rather ridiculous story of
robots engaging in pugilistics with humans. The basic assumption of robots weak
enough for the fight is too much to swallow.
San Moskowitz' "Tho Golden PyranId", Nov 56 is a gag story whoso ending
will come as no surprise to anyone who has road Weinbaum's "A Martian Odyssey".
If Moskowitz can go around finding derivations from everyone else's works in
those of various authors then surely wo're entitled to say that Walr.baun is tho
inspiror of this story.
"Felix Boyd's" "Tho Robot Who Wanted to Know", Mar 58 is a fair talc of a
robot who masqueraded as a human in order to further pursue his researches into
human emotions, particularly love.
Robert Silverberg's "Road to Nightfall*. Jul '8 Is probably the most power
ful story in the book and the most relentless In following through all the Im
plications of the basic premise. Wb are presented with a Now York turned can
nibal after on atonic war cuts off most of tho food supplies.
Harry Harrison's "Tho Velvet Glove". Nov 56 is a competent story in the
best tradition of sf but lacking that smooth handling and careful writing which
make a story great.

The only trouble with this book is that it is a representative cross-section
of flj, and having to read it makes ono want to avoid the magazine itsolf. And
probably tho only reason the magazine survived as long as it did was the short
ness of tho stories in it. This allowed more stories per issue and with a va
riety of stories which appealed to snail groups (such as Bloch's to fandom)
"articles" on crackpot subjects which appealed to saucer nuts, etc. tho reader
ship could bo kept fairly large. But oven these readers must have gotten tlrod
of wading through the crud for an occasional docent story.
CUT OF BOUNDS - Judith Merril, Pyramid Books, 444 Madison Avenue, New York 22,
New York, 7-l$0pp. 35/. <960.

This is a collection of seven stories plus an introciictlon by Theodore
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Sturgeon.
"That Only a Mother", ££ Jun W is Merril’s first published sf story and
reveals two unfortunate tendencies about her writing. The first one which isn't
always present is the habit of writing "trick" endings which are telegraphed by
either the title, the story, or both. In "Survival Ship" tho so-called trick
ending is the one which I expected, the only logical solution to the situation.
To try and pain this off as a trick ending is rather Irritating. And to find
two more stories of this type in the present collection is annoying. The
second fault is one of lack of skill. Merril isn't Conrad, Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy,
etc. Instead of getting us inside tho character and seeing the world outside
free that character's viewpoint we're told that tho character has such and such
reactions, emotions, etc. Bit still Merril is concerned with such items which
partially Bakes up for the deficiencies. At least one would rather read one of
Merril's stories than most issues of Galaxy. "That Only a Mother" was first read
about ten years ago and in the interval the only remaining memories were of an
atomic war, mutations and separated parents with a child. In contrast Conrad's
"The Secret Sharer", which was read about the sane time, still brings back mmoorles
of the plot, even sore vivid though, is the turmoil in the mind of the man who
concealed the fugitive. Merril's story upon rereading shows what made it forget
table, the lack of interior vision.
•Peeping Tom", SImUADA. Spr $4 contains both faults delineated above.
This concerns a GI who acquires esp talents In tho Near East and then returns to
the States to set the neighborhood butting with the change in him.
"The Lady Was a Trasp". Venture. Kar 57 (as by "Rose Sharon") was apparent
ly written especially for Venture since it uses teublotalk to appeal to tho
prurient instincts. While no doubt such an approach can be successful this par
ticular story is weakened by the attempt.
"Whoever Ycu Are". Startling Dec 52 did nonage to avoid one rather obvious
trick ending for which a slight txilldup was begun. Lut it is an attempt at
studying the reactions of human beings when confronted with aliens under care
fully controlled conditions. The Implication io made that humanity is unable to
accept any sort of love but that of self. Personally I'd like to see Merril
write another story around this central theme and Instead of dealing with 'webs
of force around the Solar System' restrict the scene of action so as to concen
trate on the Inter-personal relationships.
"Connection Completed", Univerge Nov 54 Is one of tho two nost satisfying
stories in the book. It accomplishes what it sets out to do with a alnlnun of
fuss and bother. Thore is no reliance on trick endings or poor characterisation
to carry the story. Wo go through the evolution of tho protagonist's acceptance
of a fallow telopath, we're not told that it happened, we're shown how it
occurred.
For "Dead Cantor" seo page 42.
"Death Cannot Wither". LbSZ Fob 59 was written In collaboration with Algls
Badrys. According to Merril th* story was whipped Into shape by Budrys, if so
then we must give thanks to him for providing the other satisfying story in tho
book. Tho tale concerns a woman who is haunted by her husband who can't properly
die until she releases him. Since it's a flaw in her character which is holding
hla the attention to character provides tho moat of the story while Budrys somas
to have converted it from a Jellyfish to a vertebrate.

this demands more time and skill, tho skill is there, and developing, tho tine
seems to bo lacking. And with the state of the market today who's going to
spend the timoT

“UK ALIENS - Hurray Leinster, Berkley Medallion Books, Tho Berkley Publishing
Corporation, 145 West 57th Street. New York 19. New York, #0410 , 5-144 pp, I960,
35#.
Those stories are all highly competent Leinster stories. And that's prob
ably one of Leinster's biggest obstacles to further recognition. Bo's boon around
now for over fair decades turning out competent stories (with a few looser
stories thrown in) most of teich are written in the sama straightforward style
and utilising a quite vivid imagination to create situations which Just might
become the tamdram world of tomorrow. Apparently to Leinster tho future is
familiar and he manages to communicate this to his readers. Instead of being
forced to go along with the author in a flight of the Imagination Leinster will
take you along if you're willing to view the scenery with him. Assuming that tho
world of tomorrow follows tho patterns laid down by Leinster and that tho Post is
still around his stories would no doubt sell as contemporary stories (much as his
prosent stories sell there now).
The contents are "The Aliens", AfF. Aug 59? "Anthropological Noto",
Apr 57; "Tho Skit-Tree Planet", Thrilling tender. Apr 47; "Thing From the Sky",
original.

TWISTS IN TIME - Murray Leinster. Avon Book Division, The Hearst Corporation,
959 Eighth Avenue, Now York 19. Now York. # T-J89, I960, 35#.

The remarks above also apply to this collection comprising "Rogue Star"
(original). "Dear Charles" (under the pseudonym of "William Fitsgorald")
Fantastic Storv
May 53? "Dead City", Thrilling tender. Sum 46,
fW.tMtlg. Slgnr
53. Ihe Uityiflto Invader Which well deserves all
tho printings it has seen. Leinster has managed to pack on urgency ind fear of
the unknown into thio story that is lacking from some of his other stories. "Sam,
This is You". Galaxy May 55 ie slightly loss convincing because tho violation of
the theory of causality is in immediate human terms. "The Other Now", Galaxy Mar
51; "Tho Fourth-Dimensional Demonstrator*. Astounding. Dec 35. Sidewise In Time
is slapstick comedy which was rather unusual to find in sf tsagatlnes of tho midthirties. "The End", Thrilling tender. Dec 46 might have served Bliah as a
springboard for hie Triumph of Tips (although the probable sources lie in specu
lations. scientific or otherwise, outside of sf). And in spite of Les Flood
there is no title story, that's the collection he's copyrighting. Les. But you're
right about the miscount.
Wo would like to take this opportunity to thank tho following people for
contributing towards improving the headings:

FAJd. KEMP

ted

WHITE

3HKLBY VICK

and to

BOB TUCKER

Merril aeons to be Improving which is only natural. Sho is one author who
is conscientious about her work and thus endeavours to bettor tho story. She
doos not soon to be particularly at oaso handling mechanistic frameworks for
stories such as in "teoever You Are" tat does bettor when tho setting is rudi
mentary and tho attention can be concentrated on the central charactors. A
change in viewpoint from outside of a character and telling what that person
experiences to the inside and lotting us seo Just what the person's attention
Is focussed on and how It operates would vastly improve the story. Of course
50———————poevs

for services above and beyond the call of duty.

/a/ Tho staff and readers of NF
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PITT'S IT IN *601

Ever been to a aclenco fiction convention?
Yes J

Pino ... then there's no need to toll you to cone. You'll be
there; UI wo have to do Is tell you the time and place: the 18th
WOftLt) SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION ("PITTCOK") at the Penn-Sheraton
Hotel, Pittsburgh, pa. over the Labor Day weekend, September 3, 4
and 5, 1960.
But If you haven't, you've the thrill of a lifetime coming J
Come to the Plttcon. See. moot and talk to the fans, artists,
authors and editors you've always wonted to know. Sit In on the
panels and talks about many aspects of science fiction. And don't
miso those traditional events, without which no science fiction
convention would be complete;
Dress up as your favorite science
fiction or fantasy character for the Grand Masquerade Ball — or
Just thrill at the fantastic costumes others wear.
Hear and see
Toastmaster Isaac Asimov, the Quest of Honor, and other notables
at the Banquet, whore the beat magazine, best novel, best short
story or novelette, best SF artist, and best fanzine of 1959 - as
selected by your votes - will bo honored. Help to select the 1961
Convention’ site.
Join your fellow enthusiasts at the friendly.
Informal parties held all ovor the place after the regular pro
gram Is ovor.
And put a few dollars aside for the fabulous 3F
auctions, where you can get original cover paintings, drawings,
manuscripts, and other fine collectors' Items for ridiculously
low prices.
Dealers and fans will also have books and magazines
for sale, from which you can fill those gaps in your collection
for very moderate sums.

The Plttcon Conmlttoo has already wade plans for a truly won
derful program. The Guest of Honor will bo JAMES BLISH, winner of
the 1959 "Hugo" award far his novel, A CASE OF CONSCIENCE. Noro
details of the program will appear In the Progress Reports.

Generous and welcome support has already came from fans, pro
fessionals, and oven casual readers.
Wo want your suggestions.
Wo want your support.
Evon more important, wo want your >2.00
registration fee, for which you got regular Progress Reports, the
souvenir Program Booklet, and many other benefits.
This feo is
the Convention's main source of income. It pays for tho printing,
postage, awards and other expenses of running a good convention.
If you haven't Joined yet, plesae send in your two dollars - NOW.
If you have Joined, keep us informed of any changes in your ad
dress. That way, you won't miss ony of the Progress Reports.
Project

Art Show needs your help for a successful exhibition of international

fan art at the Plttcon — and future conventions.

Help us make this the best of all possible conventions.
Join the Plttcon — todayI

For information write to
BJo
980f White Knoll Drive
Los Angoloa 12,
California.

YOUR CONVENTION COMMITTEE

EDI TORI AI.,

HERE IT IS IK A NUTSHELL . . .
Event:

THE PITTCON

Pl«ce£

PENN-SHERATON HOTEL, Wllllaa Penn Place, Plttaburgh, Pa

Time:

LABOR DAY WEEKEND, Soptocbor 3-4-5, 1980

Registration Foe;

$2.00

($1.00 for overseas aombers)

Chacka Payable to:

P. Schuyler Killer, Trosaurer
or
18th WORLD SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION COMMITTEE

PITTCON
c/o Dlrce 3. Archer
1453 Barnadale Street
Plttaburgh 17, Pa.

Mall Address:

PITTCON OFFICERS:
Chairsan:

Dlrce 3. Archer

'.’Ice-Ciuilrman:

Ray Salth

Scoretery;

Bob Hyde

Treasurer:

P. Schuyler Miller

Publicity and Public Relatione.;

Consultants:

Ed .food

Howard DeVore and Earl heap

AD RATES FCB PROGRESS REPORTS AND PROGRAM BOOKLET

SPACE
_ ,,
Full page
Half-page
1/3 page
1/6 page
1/16 page

Well, thia Ish la being flnlahed on 9 Jun after being started 2 Mar which
sort of shoots that quarterly theory to bits. And being slightly cautious this
publication will hereafter be labelled "irregular" U>ich is cerely facing the
facts. However. If anyone wishes to complain about the schedule rest assured
we'll be back as soon as possible.
Response from last Issue's query as to artists desired has braight some re
sults and you're seeing a bit of then in this iah. And, to quench some rumors
that were Baking the rounds concerning Dollens and the covers this time the cover
will probably be by Barr. But, Dollens will be back.
Million P. Meyer has asked that we abstract book reviews froa the proxlnes
and present than to the readership. Dils sounds like a fine idea, what do ysu
think?
Response to the idea of having author's ai tobiographlee has been slightly In
the affirmative 50 next iah wight see results along this line.
Another it* which io slated to appear is a continuation of San Moskowitt's
The IwBorVal Storm by Harry Warner, Jr. Harry plans on filing in a few details
from the thirties that San overlooked and then going forward to the Detention.
Material soon to appear includes articles and long book reviews by Rayner Banhan,
Frita Leiber, John Boardaan, Bob Tucker, Bob Leman, Richard Eney. Philip Jose
Farmer, Jaws Bliah, Prank Balknap Lo.ig, etc.
And in addition our regular fea
tures, "The Cold Ky»" and "On the SF Screen" by Wilcox and Deckinger.
And we Bust give our tharks for the support shown to £<£, your letters, trade
tinea and nonuy (and not necessarily in that order) are the foundations for our
continuance. And, please, feel free to write in and voice your ideas. Don't bo
put off by the thought that soaeone else will probably do so. send in your letter
yourself. Wa welccne suggestions as to subjects for articles, other features
desired, etc.

FAI? RATE
.„
$8.00
5.0.
4.00
2,00
1.00

?.‘<0 RATE
.
$12.00
6.00
6.00
———

AD COPY SIZE
Width
Height
“C*"” x ~l5*
64"
x
5"
61"
x
31"
3X"
x
3%
3|«
x
1%

NOTE: Copy not provided In given sites la $1.00 extra.

COPY DEADLINE for FIRST PROORESS REPORT:

Decesber 10, 1959

PUBLICATION DATE for FIRST PROORESS REPORT:
Kall all copy to:

Cho eta Payable To:

Mid-January, 1960

PITTCON
c/o Dlrce S. Archer
1453 Barnodnle Street
Plttaburgh 17, Pa.

P. Schuyler Miller, Treaauror
or
18th NORID SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION COMMITTEE

J. Ban Start:

11? Ardnore Road

Berkeley 7, California

WORLD HISTORICAL ATLAS

Can you road a little Gcntanl Here is a real bargain. This atlas was se
lected by • librarian as superior after examination of U.S., British, French,
and Italian atlaaea. Very good color reproduction in the large 9i ty 13 inch
format.

Voluae 1 publiabed in 1953 covers the Old Stone Age to 600 A.D. 50 pages
of asps including two excellent overlays and 14 pages of index. Accompanying
Voluae 1 is a 123 page discussion book with the aaao foraat. Each nap is dis
cussed in considerable detail.
Voluae 2 has not been published nor have the discussions for Volume 3.
Those arc sqpposod to be issued this year.
Voluae 3 is in the sone foraat and covers the period fron the 16th Century
to 1950 and has 96 pages of acps and 31 pages of index with the sane excellent
reproduction found in Volume 1.
Voluae 1 sells for $3.50. the discussions for $2.50.
is $5.50. All throe for $10.00.

EDITORIAL

Voluae 3 of the naps
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